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44TH CONGRESS, }

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

1st Session.

REPORT
{

No. 240.

TRANSFER OF INDIAN BUREAU.

MARCH

14, 1876.-Read twice, committed to the Committee of the Whole House on
the state of the UDion, and ordered to ue printed.

Mr. SPARKS, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, submitted the
following

REPORT:
[To accompany bill H. R. 2677.]

The majority of the Committee on Indian Affairs, which was charged
with the inquiry of the expediency of " tra-ru~fe'rring the managernent and
control of Indian affairs from the Interior to the Wa.r Department," by
the reference to sa.id committee (If the House of sundry bills on that subject, having ha.d the same under consideration, beg leave briefly to r eport:

That, basing their views upon as full and complete an investigation of
said subject as the time and facilities afforded them admitted, and regarding said inquiryFirst. As to the comparative cost of the management and control of
Indian affairs in the two Departments;
Secondly. As to the promptness and efficiency of the management of
said affairs;
Thirdly. As a means to the maintenance of peace and to the protection
of life and property of our citizens inhauiting our extt·u~ive Indian
frontier, as also to the protection of life and property of the Indian
tribes themselves;
Fourtbly. As to the efficient and successful consummation of the wellknown ami universally-approved policy of the Government in allotting
to ami keeping the Indian tribes upon well-defined reservations, and
aiding and supplying them in their necessary wants, &c.;
Fifthly. As to the encouragement and prosecution of Christianizing,
ci,·ilizing, and educational efforts in their behalf, aud their advancement
in agriculture and ability t.o support themselves by industrial pursuits;
as also to the various other phases and presentments of the subject-are
of the opinion that the transfer should be made, and to that end have
prepared and herewith submit the accompanying bill as a sub:stitute for
those referred to the committee, and recommend its passage.
The committee, also, herewith submit the testimony and. statements
of distinguished, well-informed, and experienced gentlemen, which it is
prayed may accompany this report as a part thereof.
A.M. SCALES, Cha.i rman.
\VM. A. J. SPARKS.
A. R. BOONE.
CHARLES H. MORGAN.
OHAS. E. HOOKER.
LA FAYEfTE LANE.
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Re»w1·ks of the Han. John K. Lutt1·ell before the Cornmitfee on · Indian .Ajfai1·s, 1·elath,e to the
pnposed transfer of the Indian Bu1·eau from the Interior Department to the War Depm·tment.
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 17, 1876.
Mr. Luttrell said, that from a residence of nearly a quarter of a centnr.v iu the Indian
country and having opportunities of observing the management of Indian affairs, he
was satisfied that the present system was wrong. A few years ago the Indians cost us
but three or four million dollars per annum; now it amounts to over eight millions,
although we have the Pac fie Railroads, by which we can t,rausport supplies cheaper
than before. The management of the Bnreau since it bas been nuder tbe control of
church-members bas been bad in his sec tion of the country. The agents would <lo very
well to teach and pray for the Indians, but they were totally unfit to manage them or
to expend judiciously the fifty or hundred thousand dollars intrusted to each of them.
They were not men of business. On the contrary, the Army officers are practical business
men, and are honorable, straightforward, and honest, and it is very rarely that a case of
defalcation or malfeasance in office occurs amongt,hem. Mr. Luttrell mentioned the cases
of the Shasta Indians, who reside in his vicinity, consisting of three men, five women, and
eight children, for whom an appropriation of three or four thousand dollars a year was
made, an<l who never received any of it, either in money or goods, although tue appropriation was regularly expended, as he learned from the Department, audoftheKlamath
and Modoc Indians, for whom appropriations are made for sustaining a :flourmill, a farm, and a school, yet there never was a mill there, no farming was ever carried on except last year, when 60 bushels of wheat were raised, and from an intimate
acquaintance witb them be would say that not oue knew a letter in a book. He also
referred to the Hoopa Valley reservaLion situated in a fine grazing-country, the agent
for which (a minister and former book-peddler in Lis district) had sold 500 head
of cattle belonging to the Indians, for $8 or $8.50 a hea.d, and tben bought back the
beef of 40 head for the same amount as he received for the 500 head, thus giving tqe
contractor a clear profit of 460 head of cattle. On his complaining of this to the Indian
Bureau the agent pretended that he had no grazing for them, although the
Army officers at Camp Gaston, near by, assert that they were kept on the reservation
all the time. The Round Valley reservation is also situated in a :fine grazing-country,
and propositions have been made by some of the very best men in his district to take
charge of the Inuians, feed and clot.he them, and fnrnish them with .a physician, minister, and teacher free of cost to the Government, for just what they could make out of
the grazing-lands on the outside . . There is ·a lumber-mill operated on this reservation,
yet the Indians lived in brush-shanties, as they did twenty-five years ago, and no returns, so far as Mr. Luttrell could ascertain, are made of the receipts from
the mill ; aud a thrashing-ma [)hine belonging to the Indians was rented all
over the county by the agent, while the grain on the reservation went to
ruin. Many of the Indians have left the reservation, are doing well for t.hemselves,
have money in the bank, and have organized a grange to regulate the price of their
labor. All these things would not have occurred, Mr. Luttrell asserted, had Army
officers been in charge. These clerical agents makfi all sorts of promises to the Indians.
Many of them are not fulfilled, and an Indian is like a child; if you once break a
promise to him he will look wit,h distrust on you ever after; and furthermore, if he
makes a promise to you to do a certain thing he will do it. He seldom knew, even in
California, of an Indian to tell a falsehood. Army officers never make any wild
promises to the Indians; they tell them only what they llave authority to do, and
carry out what they say they will do. In response to an interrogatory of Mr. Seelye,
in regard to Major Wynkoop's promise to Black Kettle anu his tribe to protect them,
which was afterward violated by the military, Mr. Lnttrell replied that he was not
familiar with the facts in that case. The Modoc war, Mr. Luttrell continued, grew out
of the land speculat,ions of the Indian agents and their attempt to remove the Indians
from the home of their fathers, and if the military had been allowed their own way
in the matter there would have been no trouble. If you want an economical management of the Indians, and have them controlled as they should be, yon must place
them under the control of the military, anu then the ministers, if they desire, can go
among them as the represP.ntatives of their respective churches and teach them.
Another evil resulting from the appointment of ministers as Indian agents, was the
fact that there were a great many Indians in Southern California who had embraced
the Catholic faith and were Jevont Catholics, and the placing of Protestant ministers
over them caused dissatisfaction and discontent. Mr. Luttrell thought that the
Indians were not fitted for citizenship; many of them, the Diggers for instance, were
very degraded, and ot,her tribes were fast declining from venereal diseases.
Mr. SEELYE. Is the time likely to come when all parties concerned, the Indians, the
State of California, and the United States, might be benefited by the transfer of the
Indians from the care of the United States to the State of California~
Mr. LUTTHELL. Well, sir, if you would transfer the. Indians and their lands to the
State of California, I think, with the knowledge we ha,re of them, we would take care
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of them. We wonlrl ~t once cut up their reRervations into little tracts, and tell them
to locate on tllem; that it was theirs, and they would go on and sust.ain themselves
and do much better. Mr. Luttrell allnded to the case of McKee, who had a claim
before the committee. He was superintendent of Indian affairs many years ago in
California, and went among the Indian!:! and conciliated them, and made treaties with
them, and expended considerable sums of his own money for the purpose. In one of
the treat.it'S all the land sonth of a certain line was cedefl to the Government, and all
north reserved to the Indians; but the settlers pay no attention to it, and the Indians
have been waiting twenty years for the Government to fulfill their contract. Mr.
Luttrell did not think that any harm would come to the Indians by being brought in
contact with the soldiers; and he thought the discipline the Army officers would maintain would have a salnt.arv effect.
The CHATHMAN. I will ask you, Mr. Luttre11, whether, from yonr knowledge of the
Indians of the whole country, would it be good policy or bad policy to transfer them
from the Interior to the War Department~
Mr. LUTTRELL. My honest convict.ion is that it would be a good policy; would save
many millions of dollars to the Government; and t,hink that is the opinion of a
majority of Army officers.
In the above remarks, Mr. Luttrell d.e sired it to be understood that he refers to the
wild Indians, and not to those semi-civilizerl or civilized.
Mr. Luttrell read to the committee the following letter from a prominent citizen of
his district:
ROUND VALLEY, Jan'/Ja1'Y 27, 1876.
DEAR Sm: Deeming it a matter of f':ome importance that you should be informed
as to the manner in .which the affairs of Ronnel Valley Iuclilln reservation are conducted, aud the conduct of the agent in charge, Rev. J. L. Burchard, I will give a few
of the facts relating thereto, and in doing so shall relate ouly such facts as are notorious.
in this locality, and which can be established by disinterested testimony of the best
men in this commnnity. To relate everything concerning this agency wonld make this.
communication altogether too lengthy. I shall, therefore, confine myself to a few leading points.
·
First as to the agent, Rev. J. L. Burchard. I would say that be has been guilty of
various and numerous acts which might be deemed misdemeanors in office, if not something worse; all:lo general mismanagement.
It is a fact well known in t.his commnuit.y, and I think is not deuiPd by the agent,.
t.bat it is his custom to issue clothing and rations, purchased and sent bPre for the Lene-·
fit of the Indians, to the white employes and their families, and 1s also in the habit of·
issuing or allowing members of his own family to take Government clutbing for theip·
own nse. He also sent clotlling to persons at a distance from the re~ervation, (Oakland,) and not employed thereon. He also employed a man by t.he name of Howard
to draw up and circulate for signatures, among t,he citizens here, a paper laudatory of
his conduct aurl management as agent, for which service he paid the said Howard iru
flour, meat, and_other products of the reservation.
For offenses of this character he was arrested about the 1st of Decemher la~t,.
brought before the United States court cotnmissioner, and held to answer before the·
United States circuit court.
There is a case also pending against him in the church, in which he is charged witlb
"attempting to alienate the affections n of the wife of one of the employes of the reservation, and improper proposals. The lady in question is, and has been fur years, a
member of the Methodist Church in goo1l standing, one of his own flock, I may say,.
whom he bas known from childhood. Her veracity is not questioned by any one who
knows her, nnlel:ls it be by some one who is entirely subservient to Bnrchard's will.
She has been on the reservation with her hul:lband about two years, and has always.
been noted for her zealous labors in teac]Jing the Iudians in church aud Sunday-school.
A large crop \Yas raised on the reservation last year, but through want of proper·
care and attention on the part of the agent, a great dea~ of it was destroyed iu the
field; a great deal of bay was also destroyed after it was sta.ckeu, by allowing stock to.
run to it at will, and the conl:lequence is t.hey are now short of forage to put in rbe newcrop. Mr. Brown, who was the head farmer last year, asserts that in consequence of
the agent having no discipline on the reservation he was unable to itH.luct-~ the I'ndians to aid iu protecting the crop, and the herdsman, whose duty it is to keep the·
stock in its place, failing to do so, a 1arge portion of the crop was destroyed. Mr. Brown,
says the agent's attention was called to the matter repeatedly, but without effect.
There was, however, enough of the crop saved to subsist the Indians, and supply allJ
the absolute wants of the service, but if it bad been all saved, and more produced, as.
might have been done, it would have be!3n of great value to feed to bogs and other
stock, thereby producing something to aid in making the reservation self-sustaining ..
The reservation-lands, however, are l:lO productive, and there are so few Indians, that iii.
they save only half of an ordinary crop they would baye plenty for subsistence, which.
il:l probably one reason why so little care is takeu of what is produced.
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The Indians themselves care but little for the anthorHy of the agent or employes.
They do not like the plan of doing all the work in connnon, and they will not perform
much labor in that way. It is getting so now that it is about all the agent can do to
get work enough out of the Indians to plant and harvest the crops. The majority of
them, before tlley went on the reservation, bad been in the habit of working for wages
and supporting themselves; they know they can provide for tbemselvel:!, and that
their labor is in demand throughout the country; hence they are dissatisfied, and will
not perform any extra labor wit,hout extra pay, that is, they will not, work at the sawmill, grub and clear ground, split rails, or do any such work without they are paid
regular wages in cash. The Indians who work at the mill receive !'event,y-five cents
per day. There is a great deal of the choicest land on t,he reservation that is overgrown with brush, and requires clearing, but it is not done because the Indians do not
like tttat kind of work. It is not because the Intliaus are indolent and averse to labor,
for they are excellent bands, and work cheerfully and faithfally when the.v are paid
for their labor.
·
A good ma.ny of them are permitted to find employment among the settlers here, and
in that way get money to E~upply their wants. Iu sheep-shearing they make from two
to four dollars per day. They would prefer to go and take care of themselves, and I
know I hazard nothing that they are just as competent to do so as the average southern negro.
Under Burchard's administration the reservation bas been far more expensive than
under any former 11gent. He bas a greater number of employes, and pays larger salarieil.
Captain Fairfield was agent four years, from 1866 to 1869, inclusive. During his time
there were about the same number of Indians on the res ervation as now, and tho product was greater than at present. I inclose herewith a cornparati ve list, showing the
number of employes and amount of compensation paid each, in Fairfield's and Bnrcbard't> time, from which it will be seen that the force employed by Burchard is nearly
double (numerically) that employed by Fairfield, and the compensation greatly
increased . . The list sL.ows only the regular employes under Burchard. A good many
others are employed irregularly about the mill, getting out timber, hauling lumber, &c.
A decrease in the number of employes, and a general reduction of salaries seems to be
•called for--more especially as the employes are being clothed and fed at the expense of
.the Government, which bas not been the case under any former agent. The position
·of farmer is the most difficult and responsible of any other and tbe salary is not too
much; but with the exception of clerk, tbe pay of all tbe rest is excessive, more estp ecially that of herdsman; the services of a competent person for that position can
be had for from thirty to thirty-five dollars per month.
including the families of t.he employes, there are between forty and fifty white persons who draw rations of food from the reservation and who receive more or less clothing from the same source. That is also one cause of dissatisfaction among the Indiansthey do not like the idea of working for the support of so many white people. I am
informed also that about twenty Indians, male and female, are used as servants aLd
waiters in the families of employes.
['here are many persons to my certain knowledge who would be willing to lease the
1reservation., and for the use thereof agree to support and provide for the Indians without expense to tile Government, but I don't suppose the Indian Department would
-enter iuto an arrangement of that kind. I would submit a proposition myself if I
thought there was probability of its acceptance.
One thing is certain, however, and that is, that if the reservation was properly ma.naged the appropriation usually allowed it might be reduced one-half or more without
detriment TO the service.
The best thing., no doub t- , that could be done with this reservation, would be to convert it il~to au at>ylum or infirmary for the old and infirm, and as a home for those Indians who chose to remain on it, leaving the others to scatter out and provide for
themselves. A sch@ol might also be maintained on the farm. That would suit the Indians much bet,t.er than the present system.
Another system wo11ld be much more satisfactory to the Indians--that is, to divide
the lands among the Indians, giving to each family a certain part for their own use
and management.
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant,
G. E. WHITE.
Hon. J. K. LUTTREJ"L,
Wa~kington, D. C.
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Compamtive li8t of employes on Round Valley Indian t·eservation unde1· Captain Fai1jield
and J. L. Butchard.

Captain Fairfield's time, from 1866 to 1869:
Captain Fairfield, agent ..••• ....•....... ....••......•..........•••• $125 per month
Kendrick. farmer ........••.........••....•........................
60 per month
Updegraff, blacksmith ....•..........••..............•............
60 pt>r month
Weston,carptn1ter ......................•..........................
60 per month
Tuttle, herdsman ...... .. ...•.............•......••...••.••....••••
65 per mon h
Den ell, assistant black~mi th ...•......•...••....•..........•.•..•.••
60 per month

430
Burchard's time:
- Rev. J. L. Bnrchard, agent .••••.........••••..••••..••.•...•....•.. $125 per month
Melindy, physician .........••................••.........•......••.. 100 per month
Adams, clerk ............................•.............•.....•...... 75 per mouth
Hanrl~· ,far111er ...............••.••....•......•....••....••........
80 per month
Brow11, assi~tant farmer ..•... ...•...... ..•••.....•.................
80 per month
Frazier, miller ................•..........•.....•...................
HO per month
Hopper, hlacksrnith ....•...............•..........••...•••....•....
RO per month
Clayton, carpenter ....•.........................•...........••.....
80 per month
Van, herdsn1an .............................. ......•••....•.. ......
75 per month
Kellog, teacher ...... . ..•....•••......•...•••••••..•.•..•••••......
75 per month
1::!50

Statement of Hon. J. W. Th1·oclcm01·ton, before the Committee on Indian A.ffairs, in 1·egard to
tile propo11ed transfer of the Indian Bu1·eau f1·om the Interior Department to the War
Depa1·tment.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb1·uary 17, 11::!76.
Mr. SPARKS . . Please state your knowledge of the Indian trib es, and give yonr opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of transferring the mauagement and coutrol of
Indiau affairs from the Iuterior to the War Department, and your reasons for such
opinion.
Mr. TnROCKMORTON. I have been very intimately connected with the semi-ci vilized Iudiau~ of tllis country, tile Choctaws, the 'osage:;, the Caduoes, the Kickapoos, aud !>Oilll~ other tribes, and pretty intimate with the wild tribes of Texa~
for the last thirty years, and have bad more or less to do with them. My opinion in regard to the transfer of the Indian Bureau from the Interior Department
to the War Department bas long been fixed that it would be better that the
transfer should be made. The reasons are a great many, but the first and most
important one is, that it will afford greater prot,ection and more secnrity to life
and property to the white people on the frontier; and to illust.rate that I beg to call
your nttention to a few facts. In an Indian reservation in the Indian Territory, is
~;ituated Fort Sill, oue hundred miles from the 'rexas bonndary-line, oo the Red River.
Our State bas an Indian frontier from the Red River to the Rio Grande. The fwntier
of our State, if you take the two lines of it running from Red River to the Rio Grande
south, and then up the valley of the Rio Grande, embracing El Paso and that region,
is, perhaps, over one thousand miles in extent. Those of us who have been living there
for mauy years, know that there has not been a year both before aud since annexaliion,
that there has not been more or less depredation upon our people by the Indians; and
since the war the depredations have been very exten~i ve. Hardly a week passed, until
within the last twelve months, bnt some outrage was committed. Onr p~'ople lost their
property, their wives and cllildren were murdered or captnred, and they went to the
Indian reservations to find them; and they generally fouud their property and their
relations who were spared, there. You have already before yon petitions and bills for
the indemni tication of people who have paid ransom for their wives. and children, and
property. Girls are ravished almost under the very eyes of these Indian agents, and
they are powerlesfl to protect them or to return the property. I will name an instance
of that kind, where a bill in regard to it is peudiug before yonr committee. A train
belonging to citizens of Texas was employed by the Government to transport its supplies to the frontier ]JOsts under cont,ract with the Government. They wt>re to be furnished protection and a military force whenevet· they penetrated a,n Indi<m country.
That was not done. The Indians attacked t. he train within seven mih·s of Fort Richardson. The teamsters made a l1esperate fight. One of the men was shot so that be
was paralyzed aud conlrl not get up, and continued firing with his six-f:'booter, on tbe
ground, until all his comrades but one were killed, wbeu he implored him to tly aud leave
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him. The In<lians tied that man to the wagon-wheel and burned him, and his bones
were found there afterward, and his cries were heard by his retreating comrade. General Sherman bad passed over there but a short time hcfore, and he 'vould have been
killed bad they have got hold of llim. These Indians retreated to the Port Sill reservation, where General Sherman " ·as at the time, and boasted of tllcir depredations.
General Sllerman had them seized and sent to Fort Richardson ; and on their way there
one of the chit:-fs made a desperate effort to escape, and was killed. The other two
were tried for murder, and are now in the penitentiary. I mention this as an instance
to show tllat these Indian agents have no control over the Indians, and the Indians
have no respect for them. I listened with great attention to Mr. Lnttrell's remarks
about the truthfulness of the Indians. These wild tribeA, the Comanches and Arapahoes, and the Indians on the Fort Sill reservation, will not. tell the truth if they can
:find a lie to tell; and there is no dependence to be placed in any treaty-obligation they
may make. There is no instance, I rlo not think, where property has been captured and
traced up to these reservations, tbat it has been returned. Is this Government so
powerless that it cannot enforce its treaty-obligations npon these wild Indians~ Is
there not bad management somewhere when our property is stolen, and our wives and
children taken into captivity day after day and year after year ? The evil lies with
these Indian agents. The Indians respect tht' military anrl fear them. I think the
saving to the Government would be $500,000, and perhaps more, by this transfer.
The incidental expenses and salary of each Indian agent is eight or ten thousanJ. dollars, and there are seventy-five of them. The Army officer bas a regnlar way of receiving,
receipting, and accounting to the Govern mont for all snpplies that come to his bands.
As a rule they are honoraule men anJ. well educated, and it is incumbent upon them to
discharge their duties t.horoughly. Tltey are constrained to do it. There is no q nestion bnt what many of these agents are ignorant and bad men, and I think will be
obviated by the employment of Army officers.
I have always believe<l tl1at there was in some of these agencies an encouragement
to the Indians to steal and take captives. 'When I was acting as executive of Texas
I procnrtd the release of seventy-five women and children from captivity, and it was
through the instrumentality of the Indian agents that it was done, and we ha<l to pay
for all of them. During the last twelve montbs there has been great amelioration in
the condition of our border settlements, and the Army has been much more efficient
allCl act1 ve.
Mr. BooNE. Do you not think that it would be better for the Government to leave
the religious training of the Indians entirely to the churches and to the missibuary
societies~

Mr. THROCKi\fORTON. No question about that. The Indians themselves laugh at this
thing of religious t.raining, and they. make use of it for the purpose of getttng more
from the Government. They think tltey can manage the preacbers pretty ·w ell, and
their l.ving and deception succeeds better with them than with the military. In my
remarks I refer to the Indians in a wild state. I think where tbe Indians arc cultivating the ground or are self"..snpporting the military should have nothing to do with
them.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb1·um·y 18, 1876.
Remm·ks of Hon. Gustave Schleicher, of Texas, befo1'e the Committee on Indian A.ffairs, on the
p1·opo1ied tmusje1· of the Indian Bureauj1·orn the Inte1·ior Depm·tment to th6 11-'ar Dvpartment.

Mr. SPARKS. State to the committee your knowledge of, and connection with, the
Indian tribes of our country.
Mr. ScnLEICIII£.lt. I have lived on the borders of Texas since 1847, and I have frequently l>een brought in contact with the Comanches, the Kiowas, aud the Apaches,
what are called the wild Indians. I never met with any others. These wil<l prairie
Indians I know very well; have traveled over their country aud have frequently been
in their cam!Js, an<l have known many of the chiefs personally.
Mr. SPARKtl. Please give your O}Jinion as to the propriety or impropriety of transferring the control or management of Iudian affairs from the Interior to the \Va.r Department, and your reasons for such an opinion .
.Mr. SCHLEICilER. I have for many years thought that our plan of dealing with savage people was founde<l in mistake of their character. The Indians, like any savage
people, ouly respect power, and we will only be a\Jle to get along with them when we
have rewards and pnnishments concentrated in one pers•m. Tl.toy are brought to look
llpon the military with fear and hatred because they punish them, ancl that is the only
rel;:~.tious they have with the Iudians. The agents fnrmsh them th e ir fooJ. an<l clothing,
and they look upou them with contempt because they have uo vower, and their deal-
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ings with the agents is to get as much out of them as they can, and circumvent them
as much as possible. T!Je only way to deal with the Indian is to combine the two in
one person, to have the rewards in one hand ancl the pnnishment in the other, and
therefore I have always been under the impression that the ool.v correct mode of dealing with them is to place them nuder the control of the \Var Departmeat. There is
another reas()n why I think the transfer should be made, and that is, on these out-ofthe-way settlements it is difficult to supervise the agents. In the Army they have a
stricter system of accounts; they are more easily controlled, .o,nil. moreover, as a borly,
they are more h mest officers than those whom yon take temp )raril,y from civil life,
ancl for one reasou, which is at the bottom of all civil-service reform, and that is this:
If yon take an equal number of meu an.vwhere, and th eir crimes will be in proportion
to the temptations by which they are surrounded. An Army officer is pnt into the
Army with the knowledge that he will remain th ere for life, or during good behavior;
he is provided for until be ends his days with a decent compensation, provided be commits no embezzlement or misdemeanor. A man who is taken from civil life aud appointed to a Government position, knows that be can bola the office but a few years,
and then he will be turned adrift. He is, therefore, natt1rally tempted to mak e all he
can ont of his position, and to line his pockets in every way possible during the short
time he will be allowed to remain in office. An Army officer ha,s the fear always before his eyes that if he rloes anything wrong be will lose his life-position, and therefore my experience and my reason is that they are f' very hon est body of officers because they have less temptation, and what temptation they have is on the right side.
They are tempted to uo right to retain their life-positions. Again, the system in the
Army of distributing qnartermaster and commissary stores is tll e result of many years'
experience, and it has been brongbt as near perfection as possible. There is a very
strict supervision over everything, and these men are trained to it. I have heard and
known of cases where Indians did notreceive'tlleir supplies, when the solctiers stationed
at the same place did receive theirs; the contractors making some e:s:cnse that the
roads were bad, or something of that kind, while the contractors for the Army who
came over the same roads and met the same difficulties kuew they could uot. evadt~
their responsibility and had to furnish the supplies. From an economical point of
view, tllere could be considerable saving in using Army officers as ageuts. There is
always a surplus of Army officers under onr plan of keeping up a skeleton Army to be
filled up with men in case of trouble, and these officers can be employed for this pur·
pose. T!Je stafl' corps are larger than are necessary, and then, too, many of the officers on the retired-list could be employed on certain service. I believe, therefore, that
it would be an ad vantage for the Army in keeping, without bemg a dead charge on
the Government, these extm officers that are necessary for the present military system.
1\fr. BOONE. What would be tbe effect, in yonr judgment, on those tribes wllo are
making ralJid strides toward civilization, of the transfer of their management from the
Interior to the War Department'
Mr. SciJLETCHim. I do not believe they conld be worse ofr, for this reason: I lHtve always found tbe Army men to be very kind and attentive, and very strict business mea.
They are raised to be so. They are kind-hearted, and I never heard of a single case
where an Indian was treated unkindly by an Army officer. I have never seen those
half-civilized tribes, however, that you speak of, and know nothing about them.

Views of Maj. J. W. Powf'll on the propriety of transfaring rhe Indian Burean from the
Interior Department to the War Departrnent.
WASIIINGTON, D. C., Febnta1·y 19, 1876.
I have been engaged for the last eight years, first under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, and lately by act of Congress nnder the direction of the Seuretary
of the Interior, making studies of the languages, habits, and customs of the IndianM
west of the Rock.v Mountains. Prior to that tirue I was among the Indians soml-'what,
bnt my investigations proper began about eight years ago. During those years I have
devoted a greater part of my time in studying the habits, customs, and mythology of
the Indians. I have dmwn a line on this map running through the main frout ranges
of the Rocky Mountains, and in considering the qnestion before the committee a distinction should be made between the Inrlians west of that line and the Inflians ea~t of
that line. Their conditions are very different. The Indians west of that line number,
perhaps, one hundred thousand, and they are broken up iuto little bands. In Cnlifornia
there are abont ten thousand Indians. They are not organized into coufederacie~, and
within that region there are about fort,y languagt>s spoken, and many dialects of those
languages. This country in California set aside for the Indians is nrid, and only ab lllt
two per cent. of it can be redeemed by irrigation. In the little valless oc patche,; tit
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for cultivation the white men have settled, and the Indians have been driven to tlw
mountains or compelled to live on the arid plains. There are more than one hundred languages spoken by the people inhabit.ing this area, numbering, perhaps,
one huudred thousand people. Now, for linguistic reasons, they are not united.
Their langnages differ one from another as much as the English differs from the
Chinese. They are radically different, and there is no means of communication,
except by signs, between one tribe and another. And then if you find one thousand
people speaking one langbage, you will find that people divided into teu, twenty, or
thirty little bands, and each little band, varying from ten to two or three hundred,
occupying a defined territory, and, to a limited extent, cultivating the soil. Tbere is no
confederacy at present, and they are hopelessly divided, and thoroughly subjected and
subdued. Tbey are t.here as beggars; they are not ther<,} as hostile people. They come
down to the settlements, beg a little bread, pick up the offal thrown out from the
kitchen, go back to the mountains, gather herbs, kill rabbits, and wander backward
and forward over the plains, and are thoroughly subdued, and eve!·ywbere fully appreciate the hopelessnPss of contending against the Go,·ernment of the United States, but
are coutionall.v begging for lands and homes. You see from that that they are not
hostile, not organized in large bands hostile to the United States, aud t,here is
no reason why those lndiaus should be governed or managed by the military
authorities. There are two difficulties in the way of managing the Indians by
the military authorities. One of them I will illustrate by calling your attention to the enlistment of a company or regiment. Yon go to New York or New
Orleans and enlist a thousand or a hundred men. Who are they? What men do yon
obtain? I need not answer that question. Take a hundred of those men and put
them on a reservation, and what is the effect of it? It simply turns the regiment into
a pandemonium of prostitution. I know just what I say. I have lived many years
among t.hose Indianl':!. I have treated hund.reds aud hundreds of cases of venereal
diseases. I have managed to get along well with them on the reputation of being a
medicine~man.
The people are wasting away by these diseases; and to a person who
has witnessed the effects of these diseases and investigated the matter at all, it is a
frightJul and shocking s'tate of affairs, aud yon have only to think of the class of men
who are enlisted in the Army to appreciate what I say. The better class of Indians
understand this, and have scores and hundreds of times talked with me concerning
the matter. I wish to be understood that in t.hese remarks about the influence of the
soldiers I do not refer to the officers, but simply to the enlitlted men. The officers, so
far as my experience goes, are very honorable gentlemen. There is another view of
the matter which I wish to present. Now we treat those Indians yet to some extent
on the theory that they are criminals, that they are the enemies of the Government,
and that we must drive them from the Java-beds and their abodes. I think the proper
tre::~tmen of a people who have been snudued, who are begging for their lives, who are
anxious to become farmers, and are begging for land that they might become agriculturists aud herdsmen, should be altogether on a different plan or method. And what
is wauttd is men to go out there and teacll them to hold the plow, to hoe, aud to plant
corn, ::~nd teach them the multiplication-table, or something of that kind.
Mr. BooNE. Yon spoke of the Indians being broken up into little bands and not ho~
tile; bow about the Modoc hostilities, how did they come about?
Mlljor PoWELL. Formerly, the Modocs were given a reservation of land which they
could cultivate. There are only little patches of land in that country which can be
irrigated and where farming is possiule. The settlers wanted this land, and the Government moved the Indians from it and gave them another reservation. The Indians
went up there and found, so they claimed, that they could not cultivate t.he soil; that
it was barren and arid, and they could not make ali ving, and they returned to the old
r .servation, and the effort was made to remove them back again and drive them away
from the land which v;·as first set apart for them for a reeervation. You must appreciate the condition of those Indians. They are beggars, and living in a most pitiable
condition; yet, when aroused and driven to extremity, they can wreak the most terrible
vengeance. They are savages, and are treacherous and cruel to their enemies as they
are faithful a.n d honest to their friends.
.
Mr. SPARKS. When yon speak of the Indians being subdued, do you refer to all west
of the line you have drawn~
Major PoWELL. Yes; from British America to the Mexican line. There are two or
three exceptions among the Indians in this area, not to tlleir subjection but to the subdivision of the people. For instance, their are 10,000 Navajoes, and they are pretty
well unit.ed and speak one language; and there are 5,000 Apaches who speak different
dialects of the same language and with difficult.yunderstancl each other. My experience
teaches me that if you will only give t.bese Indians in this area some land, and give
them a little superintendence and the means by which they can become farmers, all of
them can be made to cultivate the soil. There is no difficulty whate\'er, only give them
the land. In California and Nevada it would, perhaps, be impossible to give them
Jand without purchasing it, as the Government land that. is of any account has been
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taken up; but there is plenty of land in the Territories that belongs to the Government that coulrl he given them.
Mr. SPARKS. How abont the qualifications of the agents out there?
Major PoWELL. I think they do not fall below what they have been for some time
past. I tbink the chief difficulty is not in the integrity of tlie officers, but in their executive ability. The men who are paid $1,500 a year are hardly competent to attend
to the business. I think the reasons why this Bureau should not be turned over to the
War Department are, first, that the presence of the soldiers is bad; and, secondly, you ·
want men who will teach them the multiplication-table and to plow, sow, &c.
Mr. BooNE. Do the agents do tha.t now?
Major PoWELL. Yes, sir; farmers are employed to do that sometimes, .bnt tbe'agent
helps them. Another difficnlt.y the Inrlian agent. experiences is the want of a manual
of accounts by which they might learn to keep accounts and thus a void trouble in
settling them. In regard to t.he Indians east of the line, they are pretty thoronghl.v subdued, but not all of them. They are united into confedemcies. TIJe Sionx, for instance,
nnmber some 15,000 or 20,000, and can be nHtrshaled as one great body, have horses and
guns, and roam about the plains killing buffalo. They shoulll be rnauagerl in a different manner from the other Indians. The discovery of gold in the Black Hills and the
going there of white men will probably lead to the Sioux being settled on a reservation farther west. Their reservation now is too large. My opinion is al~o that the
Indians shonld not be consulted as to their reservation. Wise men should be sent out
to select it for them. Yon might as well consult a child as to what school he wanted
to go to.
Mr. BOONE. Your opinion is, T suppos~, that the Indians west of that line ought not
to be turned over to the military department, but that the others should be turned ·
over.
Major PowELL. No; I do not think the Indians of the plains should be turned over
to the War Depart.ment. I think they should be overawed by strengthening the forts
on the plains, bnt the agencies should be managed by civilians.
Mr. BOONJ<~. Would the fact of the Indians being under military control interfere
with the efforts of the peace missionaries and religious associations 'in the moral training and education of the Indians'
Major PoWELL. It would be very bard for me to say. In many cases it would not
and in other cases it might.

Views of Hon. John Hancock, Representative f1·om .fifth dist·l'ict of Texas, in regm·d to the
proposed transftJr of the Indian Burea~t frorn the Interior to the War Depm·trnent.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Febuary 19, 1876.
Mr. SPARKS. Please state to the comruittee your knowledge of, or connection with
the Indian tribes.
Mr. HANCOCK. I ha\re had more or less intimate relations with the Indians all my
life. I have, unfortunately, been a frontiersman. I used to live near the Cherokees,
when tbey lived in Alabama and Georgia, ancl they emigrated a little in advance of
me. I followed after them, and went beyond them to the western boundary of Texas.
I have been brought in contact with them all my life, principally as a citizen, sometimes as a soldier, and since I have been here I have looked considerably into the snbject. I have also traveled in Mexico and seen a great deal of their mode of dealing
with the Indians. Of course, I have not made this a specialty, but these matters have
come incidentally under my observation.
Mr. SPARKS. Please give your opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of transferring the control and management of Indian Affairs from the Interior to the War Depart.ment.
Mr. HANCOCK. I answer that question in view of the present policy of the Government, which is a very marked change from what has heret.ofore been the rule-the
feeding-policy which is- now adopted-that the Indians would be better nuder the control of tile Arllly, not of the Department itself, but of the commanding officers. I quite
agree with the remarks of my colleague, Mr. Schleicher, whom I heard yesterday,
and I will not go over his ground. I will premise by saying that we have not
succeeded, but have uniformly failed in all our efforts to civilize or Christianize the
Indian!:', so far as the Government is concerned. I believe that the five trib es alluded
to by Mr. Gunter are indebted for their civilizat.iou ratll er to their proximity to the
whites than to any missionary efforts. This is indicat~d by the adlllixtnre of white
people among th em, and their civilization can be attributed to their Ark a nsas, Ge(lrgi.a,,
and Missouri blood. On the other band, the Spanish governments, iu Central and
South Awerica, have succeeded much better with the Indians, and they havf' done
that by an entirely different process from that which we have adopted; and I think I
do not overstate the mark when I state that of ..the nine million of people iu Mexico
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to-day, seven million of them are Indians, and not more than one-half of the remainder
would be found to be pure Castilian blood. Captain Potter, who is probably the best
authority we have on the subject, estimates that not more than one in eight bas Castilian or even is mixed with Castilian blood. The process adopted in tha,t country bas
been rather duplex in its eonditions. The military, perhaps, have not exerted so much
influence over t,hem as the Cbnrch; and, without passing upon the merits or demerits
of the different denominations, all who are familiar with the subject will readily agree
that the Catholic Chnrch has superior facilities for exerting an influenP-e upon the
minds of the ignorant, and especially the savage mind, wherever it is brought in contact with it. It is hardly necessary to say that I am no Catholic, but we must do
justice to all. And this brings me to the point I started from, that the policy of the
Government, since General Grant bas been President, bas heen a rarlical change,
and instead of killing and subduing the Indians by war, the effcn·t is now being made
to localize him, to settle him down, and to give him such governmental aid in the way
of food and clothes as will enable bim to live. Without that aid it is very apparent the
Indian cannot exist for any consideraule length of time. Probably ten years would so
completely exhaust the resources of nature, upon which he llas heretofore subsisted,
that there would not be enough game, buffalo, elk and deer, or of fowl or fislles, to snbsist one-fourth of the present number of Indians that are reckoned among the wild
tribes. There is no instance, and I think Professor Seelye will agree with me, where
the civilization of any of the human family found in the state of nature bas been
accomplislled, excevt by compulsion, witllout assistance of some kind, and without observing that reqniremeut which is laid upon all the deRcendant,s of Aclam, to earu their
bread by the sweat of the face. The Indians must be civilized. It is no use in saying
that you cannot do that. The president of Mexico, Juarez, was a full-ulooded Indian,
without a drop of alien uloocl in his veins. Some of their best historians, anu one of
their best poets, was a full-blooded Indian; and as yon travel through Mexico you find
Indians everywhere in a high state of civilization for that country. It is practical and
can be done. The Indians in our country have as much capacit.y and adaptauility for
the punmits of civilized 1ife as the Indians south of the Rio Grande. But t,be first tiling
toward civilizing an Indian is to fix him at some place, give him a local habitation,
confine him to certain limits, within which be will have all the rights consistent with
his interest and his welfare. Hence, you mnst break up his tribal relations, and put
each Indian upon the same plane of right and responsibility, and amenable to the same
rule and regulation as every other Indian. vVhen that is done there will be no trouule
in controlling his actions. The Army alone can do t.hat. By this transfer I would not,
by any means, interfere with the methods now employed for the education of the
Indian or his instruction in religions duties. These things could remain as at present.
If we permit the Indian to continue to rove over the prairie, hunting and fishing, and
committing depredations, his extermination as a people is not far distant. I think
humanity requires that be should be carell for so far as can be done, and this is the
only way that I can see how it can be done. The present systeUJ. of managing the
Indians is very objectionaule in several particulars. It is unnecessarily cumbersome
as to the numuer of persons employed, t.he want of immediate and direct responsibility,
and the means of ascertaining the efficiency or fidelity of the persons intrusted with
these agencies. They cannot be reachec1 readily, and the character of tlle persons
selected cannot always be known. If you look over the a. ~encies you will find
that persons have been designatecl by t.be Secretary of tlle Interior and by the
religious associations in good faith, who have not acted satisfactorily when they
were brought to perform the practioal <lut,ies pertaining to their positions. I
tlJink many of the superfluous officers of the Army could ue utilized as Indian agents
and many of those on the retired list would be glad to serve. This would save
a great deal of expense not only in the salaries of the Ind1an agents but in the
purchase of clothing and supplies and dealing them out to the Indians . The
Pay Department could disburse the annuities wit,bout much expense. The supplit>s
purchased for the Army and the Indian should be pursbased as near to them as
possible, thus saving expense. In regard to the morality of the soldiers, I do nut
think that t,he effect on the Indians would be any worse t,ban it is now, ~erhaps
not, so bad. \Ve all know that they are now usell to control the wild Indians. There
is no necessity for mingling the soldiers with the Indians. If you make Army officers
Indian agents they would then have increaSt'd power; they could eject the wortllless
and vicious wlJite people who go among the Indians and demoralize them. I tbiuk of
late years the moral condition of the Iudian bas been improved. His conditiou is better understood by those in contact with him than by the humanitarians whose knowledge of him is what they derive from books and seeing him on exhibition; one of the
means employed in South America to improve the Indians is to make a soldie1 out of
him. That is done in the Argentine Repuulic.
Mr. SPARKS. Under your plan would you bring the Indiftns under martial law 1
Mr. HANCOCK. YeR, sir; aml try them uy conrt.martial until tlley become suffic eutly
ciY ilizeu to manage those tlliugs themselves.
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Views of Hon. S. B. Elkins, Delegate front NPw Mexico, in 1·egard to the p1·oposed tmnsfer of
·the Indian Btu·eau j1·om the Interior to the Wa1· Department.
W ASHINGTON1 February 19, 1876.
Mr. SPART(S. State your knowledge of, or connection with the Indian tribes.
Mr. ELKINS. Such knowledge that I have is derived from a rrsillrnce on the borilers
of Missouri from an early day, and for the last ten :years in the Territory of New Mexico. and traveling to and from that Territory over the plains. I was for fonr years
dh;trict attorney of New Mexico, and was occasionally called npon to enforce the Indianintercourse act. That bas, perhaps, given me more correct knowledge of the Indian
question than anything else. In my Territory we have part of the Navajoes, the
Apaches in the south, and occasionally Indians from the plains and Texas come in.
Then we have the Pueblo Indians, occupying the best land in the Territory and dis·
tributed into abont twenty villagrs. These lands were given to them by the Spanish
government in 1GOO.
These Indians are semi-civilized. They live in villages
and have their own council and municipal regulations for the prevention and punishment of crime. They are agriculturists and stock-raisers, antl are self-snpporting. The Government bas an agent among them, but be dors nothing; I l·eheve ho
distributes a few seeds and agricultural implements. They have schools and teachers.
They are subject to the civil law ancl authorities of New Mexico the same as any other
citizen, except t.hat t.hey do not pay taxes. These Indians are quiet., law-abiding, aud
inrlustrions, and no troops are necessary to control them. Although U1ey are classed
by the authorities here with the other Indians this should not be so; they are intelligent and industrious. This man Juarez, of whom Judge Hancock spoke, was one of
them. The Navajo Indians ten years ago were in open war with the people in New
Mexico, and had been hereditary foes of the people for centuries. The troops succeeded
in subduing them and placing them upon a reservation, anrl now they are quiet and
peaceable. I think the only wa~7 of controlling the Indians is to confine them to certain limits .and to teach them obedience; you cannot get along in any other way.
You must teach the Indian to fear you, and that you can only do by force. The Navajoes are now active and industrious. They work for wages, as no other Indians will flo
except the Pueblos. They have some 90,000 sheep, and that does more to keep the
prace than anything else. I think in a few years they will be self-snpportiog. This
cannot be accomplished without the Army. As to the Apaches they are wild and hostile, and I am informed will not work except by compulsion. I think the Army should
be employed to keep the Indians on their reservation and to compel absolute obedience to the Government. I won d have schools on every reservation and compel the
Indians to attend them. The New Mexican Indians are entirelv different from those of
the plains, bnt I thiuk generally the management of Indian affairs honld be placed
under the control of the War Department. There is but one modification of this opinion, and that is, I don't believe Army officers are as competent for preservin~ peaceful relations with the Indians as those who are now charged with that duty. It is out
of t.beir line of dnty, and I don't thi11k they would exercise that care to prevent war
that Indian agents would. But looking at the question apart from that, I believe that
the affn.irs of the Department would be better managed under the Army. The men
generally appointed are men who have uo knowledge of Indian character, and are
eaRily imposed upon. If you should appoint men from my country who know the
Indians I think it would be better.

Views of R. Q. Mills.
Mr. SPARKS. State your knowledge of, or connection with the Indian tribes of this
country.
Mr. MILLS. My knowledge of the Indians commenced with my settlement in Northwestern Texas, twenty-four years ago, on the line of the Texas front.ier. There was one
~litary fort in the western part of the county in which I lived, and one north of me in
a county bnt recently taken from the one in which I lived and still live. Indian incursions have been a part of the history of that country ever since I ba.ve been there,
and how to prevent them and protect the people has been the constant inquiry among
us. It is a p.ominent question before every session of our legislature, and with the exception of the years of the war scarcely a session of our legislatures or of onr constitutional conveutions has been held that we have not called the attt~ntion of the Federal
Govemmeut to the constant invasions of our frontier, and asked it to interpose for our
protection.
Mr. SPAHKS. Ple::~se give your opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of transferring the control and management of Indian affairs from the Interior to the War Department.
Mr. ~fiLLS. I very decidedly favor it, for the reason that the Interior Department has
no system of government for the Indians; the \Var Department has. The Intel ior Department ignores all idea. of'Jorce in dealing with the Indians, and that is an element in
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all governments, even among the most civilized people. With aU the murders, robberies, kidnapping of women and children, and other crimes too horrible to mention,
committed by InClians on the frontier of Texas, I have yet to bear of one case of punishment of the perpetrators by any officer of the Interior Department having control of
them.
Tbe IHterior Department relies on moral force, I believe, as the only means of
governing Kiowas and Comanches, when the best community in the United States
cannot be governed by it. The vicious everywhere have to be restrained by force.
We have everywhere among us, court.s for the trial of offenses, and jails and penitentiaries for their punishment, and, as Blackstone says, it is lost labor to say "Do this"
or "Avoid that," unless we also declare this shall be the consequences of your non-compliance. The ohjflct of those who have the control of the Indians uow may be to
civilize, Christianize, and elevate them in the scale of being; and if this objeet were
carried out by men under them perfectly honest anrl sincere, it wonlcl fail without the
use of force. But when the administration of tbe laws and regulations is committed
to the bancls of agent.s who seek those places for profit to themselves, then the Indians
are injurerl, the Government is defrauded, and the whole people on the frontier are
maile to suffer.
The officers of the Army will deal jlll"tly by the Inil.ians, and carry in to effect, as I '·
believe, in good faith, the laws of Congress, and so deal with the Indians as to control
them, and prevent them from committing dPpredations on the settlements near them.
On tht~ frontier of Texas, until within the last year or two, there was not a full moon
that some crime was not committed by them-large ~lroves of horses stolen and
carried away; and during the last Congress, I laid before the Indian Committee a
letter of a citizen of Texas who had lost $100,000 worth of cattle, a great many of
which he found in New Mexico. They had been stolen and carried away by Indians
and those acting with them, and Aold to the people of New Mexico; anJ. he sued and
recovered some of them, Hun. Mr. Elkins, now a Delegate from that Territory, being his
counsel.
Mr. SPARKS. To what do you attribute that?
Mr. MILLS. To corruption' in the officers and agents having them directly in charge.
They induce them to go down aud steal horses in Texas, and they carry them off iu the
Northwest and sell them. AA General Stanley hasjusttold you, they, the agent.s, are getting rich. It had gotten so unsafe for life and property that the frontier was receding, as
General Sherman testified two years ago. Things are better now. Texas has troops on
the frontier constant.ly protecting it, and in a number of instances they have come up on
the Iudians and punished them severely. Under the administration of the Interior
Department twelve months ago, a part.y of 150 warriors, mounted and armed with the
United States cavalry rifle and Army six-shooters, with ample store of ammnnition in
metallic cart.ridges, came boldly on our· settlements painted for war, and were encountered by a detachment of State troops, and, after a most oustiuate battlt:l lasting till in
the night, they were driven back to the reservation.
.
Mr. SPARKS. You think if the Indians were under the control of the War Department
that state of things would not exist?
Mr. MILLS. Yes, sir; General Stanley has just told yon that an Army officer is like
everybod.v else-made honest by the fear of punishment. Perha.ps t.here is another
reason for his honesty. The Government takes him in his youth and teaches him to
be a gentleman, as well as to learn mathematics and French. Education is everything
in making a man; t.lle same child, taken in infancy and properly surrounded and instruct.ed, may be made an honest rnau or a thief. The officer of the Army i8 instructeJ.
by precept aud example from his yonth up that he is tbe representative of the honor
of his Governmeut. He has the fire of true courage in his bosom that teaches him to
bear himselflike a liou against the enemy, and like a lamb in his dealing with the weak
aud defenseless under his gnardianship. In the Regular Army, from ar: acquaintance
from boyhood I should !:lay, among the officers, the gentleman is the general rule.
There may be exceptions, out they are rare. Not only, as General Stanley says, is
there a power over them, bnt there is a moral power in them, and the two together
make him a better gnardiau of the interests of the Indian.
Mr. SPARKS. As to the question of economy how would that be?
·
Mr. MILLS. A great many officers would be dispensed with and the money required
from the Government would lle le"s in amount and would IJe more economically and
honestly expendefl, and there would be no such thing as agents aud contractors getting
rich in two or three years, as we have beard.
Mr. SPARI<S. W!Jat is yonr idea of the moral effect upon the Army and the Indian
under the proposed transfer 1
Mr. MILLS. The wild Indian don't know mnch about the moral law, and w]lat be
learns from corrupt agents and contractors would have been better unlearned. Morals are always taught more succe.,sfnlly by exampl e than hy precept, and the Indian
wonld, I think, be more impressed b.v the example of honest men than by the precepts
of dishouest ones. Neither the one nor the other will affeot the moral question much.
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Views of Hon. H. B. Strait, Rep1·esenfafivefrom Minnesota, on the proposed tmnsfer of the
Indian Bureau from the lnter·ior to the War Depm·tment.

WASHINGTON, D. C., February 26, 1876.
Mr. SPARKS. State your knowledge of or connection with the Indian tribes of the
country.
Mr. STRAIT. It is not very extensive. I have been a resident of Minnesota for the
past twenty years, and from 1855 to 1862 we had the ludiaus among u~-the Sioux.
The Winnebagoes were in the lower part of the State ancl are now there, a portion of
them.
Mr. SPARKS. You have mingled with them more or less 'I
Mr. STRAIT. Yes, sir; I have been more or less among them, and at the outbreak of
the Indian war, in 1Mu2, I was ordered on the frontier. I was then in the Army and
preparing to go South.
Mr. SPAHKS. What is your opinion as to the propriety of transferring the Indian
Burean from t.he Interior to the War Departmeut f
Answer. From what I have seen of the management of the Indians, I am led to believe
that it wonld be beneficial for them to make the transfer. I cannot say that I believe it will
be beneficial to the interests of the War Department or for the interest of the soldier;
I thiuk that the Indians will be likely to be better managed and kept upon their re~er
vations, and it could be done at a less expeuse. I thiiJk this: that the officers who
cuuld have charge of them are mun that are engaged in the special profession they are
assigned to aud would be likely to better care for the Indian~. I tllink, for instance,
the trausportatiou of supplies would be !Jetter done by the Quartermaster's Department tllao it is now·. I thiuk they would be likely to get better rations from the Uomruissary Department and get them more regularly thau they do uow. I think coutracts
for purchases are made much cheaper by Army officers than they are by Indian agents.
Mr. SPAHKS. Then you think it would be for the interest of the Indian as well as fur
the Government that the change should be made'
Mr. STRAIT. I do. I tllink it would be better for the Indian and a saving to the
Government. I have my doubts about its effect on the nwrale of the Army; l think it
would be affected somewhat, I do not know to any very great degt·ee, bnt I think it
would be affec.ted more or less by coming in contact with the Iudhtn~. One objection
urged to the transfer is, that they cannot be civilized under the management of the
War Department. I do not believe iu that, for I do not see why au Aruiy officer cannot j nst as well select good men to take charge of the agricultnral pnrsni ts that the~
may be assigned to or may be called upon to do as well as an ItHlian agent. All that you
expect of Indians is the herding of cat.tle and doing a little plowing and cultivating
a little corn. Tuese are about all the pur~uits he is likely to become accustomed to.
The "\Vinuebago Indians of our St.ate, I am told, are doing very nicdy under the present
management. I think lately they have had very goorl officers in charge of tllem. General Sheridan stated before the Committee on Military Affairs a few days ago, not
that he was authorized to say as coming from the Secretary of War, but Le felt authorized to say, on his own part, that the Secretary of \Var wouhl reduce the apprupriation
for the Army proper-leaving out the artillery and other branches-fi'Om three million
to five hundred thousand dollars, from the transfer of the Indians from the Interior to
the War Department. That was pretty strong, but hi~ explanation was that the Indians now are scattered generally all over the country, and the cost of transporting the
Army that is called upon to protec r, these different posts and the settlers about them
is so very great that it could be largely reduced. The Indians, be ~:;aid, would be brought
together and he much more likely to be kept upon their reservation. I think that is
the case myself. I have no doubt that in a great many inst,mces the Army is called
upon to protect the settlers about the post wheu they are really not needed for that
purpose.
Mr. SPARKS. It is a fact, is it not, that the Army is employed in protecting the agencies, and is located in squads at or near many of the differeut reservations f
Mr. STRAIT. I so understand.
.
Mr. SPAHKS. Is it not a further fact that there is a great difficulty in managing the
Indians bec,;use they are scattered-that they are inclined to scatter 1
Mr. STRAIT. Yes, sir. They go off into hunting-parties; the ageuts have not the
power to control them, except through the military; if the military were in charge
they would have all the power. My knowledge of the Indians is, that they believe in
what an Army officer tells them. You can only control an Indian through fear, and I
think they wunltl be afraid of Army officers; bnt whatever they tell tuem they look
npoo as a fact; they rely upon any statement made by an Army officer. If au Army
officer tells them to remain upon their reservation they will ue more likely to do it
than if a civilian told tbem so.
Mr. BooNE. It being a fact that the Army is all scattered about the Indian country
at present, i~ it any more likely to hurt the mm·ale of the Army than the present S.Yti·
temf
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Mr. STRAIT. Possibly not; and at the same time I have my doubts whether that
would not be the case. There is this: you place the Indians in charge of Army officers;
they will have all the purcha>!es to make, the rations to issue, and the handling of the
money of the Indians, and that will bring down oclium and assault upon the Army officers, perhaps unjustly, but it necessarily must affect the Army in that respect-bring
down some reproach upon them.
Mr. Bomm. From your !mow ledge of Army officers generally, and the character of
men that compose it, would they be as likely, in your opinion, to promote the religious
and edncat.ioual interests of the Indians as the present peace commissioners-as the
present agents~
Mr. STRAIT. I would hardly like to say as to that.
Mr. BOONE. Would they afford the necessary facilities f Would they be as willing
to do it f
Mr. STRAIT. I think they would.
Mr. BOONE. I would like to get your opinion upon this point: whether or not it is not
better for ~he Indian, for his religious training, that he should be treated like every
other man-that he should be accessible to every religious interest that sent out missionaries f
Mr. STRAIT. I do.
Mr. BooNE. Don't you think it is bad policy to farm out our Indian reservations to
any particular denomination f
•
Mr. STRAIT. I think so; I think there should be allowed free choice.
Mr. BooNI<J. You are aware that there is a feeiing on the part of some that if the
War Department takes charge of this business, that they will exclude every religious
and educational interest, that they will govern them by force of arms, and that there
will be collision and bloodshed.
Mr. STRAIT. I do not believe that.

Statement of Hon. J.P. Kidder.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Februm·y 26, 1876.
Hon. J.P. Kidder, Delegate from Dakota Territory, appearerl before the committee,
and, upon being asked his opinion, from his knowledge of the Indians, in regard to the
propriety or imJJropriety of transferring the Indian Bureau from the Interior to the War
Departwent, stated that he bad considered this subject a good while, and had come to
tbe conclusion that it wonld be better to make the transfer proposed, and that be
adopted the views of Mr. Schleicher, as given before the committee on this subject, in
their entirety, and as fully covering his own. Mr. Kidder left Vermont in 1857 and
went to Saint Paul, Minn., and went from there, in lt:l65, to Dakota, and since be left
Vermont he has spent his time on the frontier.

Views of Hon. Thomas M. Gunter, Representative f1·on~ the State of Arkansas, in 1·egard to
the proposed transfe;r of the Indian Bnreau f1·om the I nte1·ior to the War Department.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Febmary 19, 1876.
Mr. SPARKS. Please state your knowledge of, or conuection with the Indian tribes of
our couutrv.
Mr. GUNTER. I will state, Mr. Chairman, that my knowledge of the Indian tribes is
confined particularly to what is known as the five civilized tribes. I have never traveled very much among what are known as the wild tribes. I live on the border of the
Indian country, in the western part of Arkansas, and I have lived there ever since tbe
year 1852, and before the war I traveled a great deal among the Cherokees, Creek, and
Seminole tribes. Hence my knowledg~ is confined to these five civilized tribes.
Mr. SPARKS. Will you please give your opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of
the transfer of the management and control of the Indian affairs from the Interior to
the War Department'
Mr. GuNTER. My notion would be different as to the two class of Indians. My
opinion is that the five civilized tribes do not need any control either from the military
or the Interior Department. I think they are sufficiently advanced in civilization,
agriculture, horticulture, and so on, to 1\0ntrol their own affairs, and I believe that we
ought to be relieved from any trouble, responsibility, or expense in the control of
them. As regards the uncivilized tribes, my notion is that it would be better to transfer
them to the War Department. I think, first, it would save a great deal to the Govern-
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ment; and, second, wherever the agents are appointed to office, t.be Government
appoints those who are recommended by politicians, and they are usually p ersons with
more or less political aspirations. That being the case, they interfere more or less in
th~ politics of the different localities where they are stationed.
Mr. SEI!;LYE. The case now is that these appointments are not made from political
reasons.
Mr. GUNTER. I think it is, to some extent, even yet.
Mr. SEELYE. As it is now: the President does not originate any appointments as
Indian agents, but the names are sent to him by the various religious denominations
and mis$ions in the country.
Mr. GUNTER. I am not aware that that is entirely the case. Then there is another
reason, and that is, that the men that are now appointed seelr these appointments exclusively for the pecuniary consideration that accompanies it. It would be quite a
different thing if the appointments were made from the military officers. They would
have little or no interest, either politically or pecuniarily, in the office. They get
their auunal salaries, and they would give more aUention to the discharge of their
duties than the agents now do. Then they are usually a class of meu totally different
from the class now appointed. They are very strict in carrying out their defined ideas
of duty, and I think, taking them altogether, it would be better to place the uncivilized tribes under the control of the military.
Mr. SPARKS. I would ask you whether or not it wonld make any difference to those
that are civilized whether they had Army officers as agents or the present kind.
Mr. GuNTER. No, sir. I think, with regard to those tribes, if tbey have to have an
agent it would be bet.ter for them to have a military officer. I would state tbat the
agent's duty in regard to the civilized tribes is to look after the financial condition of
them, make distribution of clothing, provisions, an<l everything of that kind, and the
same duties could be assigned to a military officer; bnt we would not place them, as I
conceive, nuder military gov .-rnment. It is merely selecti!lg tbese agents from the
military in place of the Int.erior Department.
Mr. SPAHKS. Do yon think they would have the same attention if they were under
the control of the military f
Mr. GUNTE~. I think they would. They are now under the control of the missionaries from the different societies. My impression is that if these five tribes were to be
thrown on tbeir own resources, it would encourage them a great deal in self-control
aud self-management.

Statement of Hon. Thornas M. Pattm·son.
WASIIINGTON, D. C., Febrnary 26, 1876.
Ron. Thomas M. Patterson, Delegate of Colorado in the House of Representatives,
appeared before the committee, and was examined as follows :
Mr. SPARKS. Please state your knowledge of the Indian tribes and y()nr connection
with them.
Mr. PATTI<msoN. I have not had much actual knowledge of the Indian tribes. I have
never been on tl1eir reservations, and have only seen them as they periodically visited
Denver. The consolidated tribes of Utah Indians, who have a reservation in our Territory, visit Denver two times a year in delegations. I have seen them, ancl have a
fair knowledge of the kiud of beings they are, but Rtill I have no practical knowledge110 aetna! knowledge of the Indians upon their reservation.
I know, I think, the universal sentiment of t.he people of Colorado upon the Indian question.
Mr. SPARI\:S. I suppose this has befln a subject of thought by you for a number of
years f
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir. Nobody could live in Colorado without thinking of that
question. In the first place, the Utah Indians, who are the greatest in number, keep
roaming over the largest part of Colorado, and are perhaps the best specimen of the
wild ludiau to be found in the West. They are generally peaceably inclined toward
the w!Jites. There have been no extensive outbreaks by them for the past eight or ten
years, perhaps longer. They are undt>r the control, uf course, of the Indian Department
as are all the otber Indian tribes, and as the object of the Indian Department is to civilize, Cllristiaui7.e, and utilize the Indians, I mnst say that so far as these Indians are
concerned, it has proven to be a great failure. The Indian agency in Colorado is now
on the Uucompahgre River. It bas lately been removed to that point, from what is known
as toe Los Pinos agency. Within the past year there has been considerable trouble
with the whites on their reservation, and the legitimate causes of this and all the other
troubles are the failures of the Interior Department to comply with tbeir obligations
to the Ule~. I imagine that the insufficieucy of the Iudiau Department in mauagiug
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and controlling the Indians, or else its dishonesty or want of cadacity, would be as fully
manifested witil regard to that tribe as to any other. In 1t374, the Government purchased from the Utes what was known as the Sanborn mining region, and by the terms
of the treaty, which was subsequent.ly ratified by Congress, it became the dnty of the
Secretary oft.he Treasury to set apart 5 percent. bonds for a sufficient amount to realize
an interest of $25,000 per annum, which"amount was to lle expended, under the direction
of the President, for the benefit of the Utes. This winter, I have received a large number of letters from settlers in the neighborhood of this agency, complaining of the failure
of the Government to carry out that condition of the treaty and that law of Congress.
The territorial legislature also passed a memorial to Congress, which was referred to the
Indian Committee, in regard to this matter, and letters that I have received from there
show that there is danger of murder and outbreak unless the Government promptly complies with its obligations. There is another matter that might be ~Lllucled to to show that
the Indians are not kept under such control upon the immediate border of civilization
that the peace of the border would require, and that there is constant danger of rencounter between conflicting tribes or bauds of Indians. It is.a matter in the Territory
of Colorad'l which we always have had to anticipate and fear, because it is only a little
over a year or eighteen months ago since there was quite a conflict between a band of
Utes aud I think of Cheyennes. Some of the northem tribes in Colorado have threatened to create a very considerable difficulty. Whenever these tribes of Indians come
into conflict they roam over the plains and render traveling dangerous. These conflicts occur when the tribes of India11s get out on their bunting expeditions, and it
seems as if the Indian Department itself is wholly insufficient to keep the triiJes of Indians in proper subjection, and whenever they are allowed to come in contact it
always imperils the interests of settlers to a greater or less extent. The United States
special Indian agent, James B. Thompson, in a report dated Denver, September 1, ltln>,
says:
"Since the attack by the Sioux last winter upon a Ute camp on the Republican, and
the retaliation by the latter, in which they captured some tllree hundred of the Sioux
horses, tlle plains tribes have constantly kept scouts in the buffalo country looking out
for Ute bunting-parties. The Utes will go to that region in strong force and thoroughly
.prepared f,Jr a fight, if they go at all; and as the Sioux, Cheyennes, and Arapalloes,
(Northern aud Southern,) Kiowas, aud Comanches roam over that. country at their own
sweet will in large numbers, it is probable that, unless great ]Jrecautions are taken by
the several agents, a bloody bat.tle between these life-long enemies will take place on
the RepuiJlican this winter."
These are conflicts that are constantly occurring, and of course are dreaded by the
whites, and keep tllem in a perpetual state of oppression. In ColoraLlo it is admitted
that tile militaey posts required to protect the white people are not so much on acconnt
of the number of Indians they collect, but for tile lesser fear tlle Indians have of Union
soldiers. · There is a military post in Colorado that was formerly on the borders of a
reservation, but, by the purchase of the San Juan country, it is t~.bout one hundred
miles from its northeast boundary and does no ·good. That system instances the existence of two different governing bodies of men. For instance, the military post at
:Fort Garland and the Indian post at the Uncompahgre. It is believed that the Indian
post and the military post might all be in one, under one management and one set of
officers. There is a very strong effort now being made to have tllese two consolidated.
Upon the question as to the good results of the present Indian systeul 1 would rete.~
the committee to the report of H. F. Bond, who was United States Indian agent at the
Uncompahgre, formerly at Los Pinos. It is dated September 16, 1B75, and is atldresseu to
the Indian Department.;
·
"It has been impossible to induce the Ut~ here to work to any considerable extent.
They will sometimes labor industriously upon powder-horus and guns, bnt not skillfully. We regard every occupation as useful which requires any concentration of the
facinlties. I proposed to the chief to select a young man as apprentice to the carpenter and another as apprentice to the blacksmith, and offered to board them and to
require but tilree hours' work a day. He spoke to some of the Indians about it, but no
one responded favorably. I have still hopes, however, of being successful iu this direction."
As an example either of dishonesty or total inefficiency in the manner in which the
Indians are at present governed, 1 refer the committee to a transaction that occurred
in the Territory some two years ago; tile exact date I do not recollect now, but it occurred 011 tbe cession of land by tile United States. It became the duty of the United.
States to furnish a large number of American cows to the Indians, for uomestic 11se.
Au advertisement wa'l made and the contract let, and instead of the American cowR
being furnished, it is aUeged that under collusion witn. the officer of the Guvernment
at that time, a large numiJer of wild Texan cows were furnisheu, to milk which would
require that every one should be tied.
Now Mr. Bond, even as late as 1875, speaks in his report of that very transaction:
••The cattle be1onging to the agency, now numbering over 900, have cost the Govern·
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menta goon deal to keep, and I wonld recommeno that they be given in charge to the
Indiaus, if Ouray or other chiefs will be responsible for their proper keeping. In the
l.1ncompabgre Valley they will ue so far from white settlers and the herds of white settlers that the care of them will be mnch rednced as soon as they become wonted to the
rauge. Ha.vin·~ ueen originally wild Tex:a'> cattle, and being now improved by the introclnction of only a few Americ.an bulls, they are entirely unfit for their original purpose, namely, domestic use."
Last year in Colorado Territory a large detachment of Hayden's surveying party
was attacked by the Ute Indians, anfl that occurred simply, iu my opinion, because
there was no military force then convenient.
As to the present moral and physical condition of the Indians under the present system, I wonld refer the committee to the report of Mr. Thompson. to which I have heretofore alluded, as it will give you a very good idea what it is. Onr people in Colorado
know th<tt the present system of governing the Iodiaus is an absolute failure, so far as
the objects of the Government in creating it are taken into considemtion. They believe it is simply a system that begets and fosters frand botll upon the Indian and the
Government, and that fmud simply aggravates the Indian and drives him to commit
outrages, &c., and prevents settlers from making homes there. They also think it is
extravagant, because where it reqnires two organizations to control the Indians now
one could do it, and do it more economically and more effectively than the two do now.
They feel very deeply on that subject because it is a great problem there, and they can
hardly do it without a great deal of feeling. They teel that the Congress of the United
States, perpetuating the system that is now in vogne, do the people of the West a great
inj llStice. They do not believe that the Intlian is possessed in any great degree of the
higher traits of character that renfler moral force and moral suasion sufficient to keep
them in proper subjection. The Iudiau understands what force is and what power is,
and when they kuow that the power and force of the Government is going to be used
to keep them in their proper sphere aud proper subjection we will have the peace that
the pt:>ople of the \Vest are entitled to. I am satisfied that in expressing these views I
am expressing tbe views of 9~ out of 100 of every one who have come in contact with
them, who know the habits of the Indians on the subject.
Mr. SPARKS. In view of which you think the transfer ought to be made T
Mr. PATTEHSON. I think so.
Mr. SPAtms. And that is the sentiment of 99 out of 100 of the people acquainted with
the Indians in your Territory f
Mr. PATTERSON. Undoubtedly so. Our press is very outspoken on the subject, and
I have never seen au ad verse opinion in any newspaper.

Staternent of Hon. Martin Maginnis.
V.7 ASHINGTO ...T, Febnta1'Y 26, 1876.
Hon . .Martin Maginnis, Delegate in Congress from Montana Territory, appeared beore the committee aud was examined as follows;
Mr. SPARI<S. State what knowledge yon have of the Indian tribes of this country.
Mr. MAGINNIS. My first counection with the Indians was when I was 12 years old,
when I lived in tile immediate vici'mty oftlle Sioux iu MiunesDta. I lived there nntil
1!:-lot. ·wuile I was in t.he Army the Sionx raid occurred in Minnesota and they were
driven ont of the State. After the close of the war I went to Montana, and since that
time I have been more or less acquainted with all the Indian matters of the Territory,
and have visited most of tbe agencies and Territories at different times.
Mr. BPAHl{S. Give your opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of transferring the
control and managemeut of Indian affairs from the Indian to the War Department.
Mr. MAGINNIS. I am decidedly in favor of the transfer, not exactly to the War
Department, because 1 am not iu favor of building up au Indian .Bureau inside tile
War Department, bnt I am in favor of transferring it o\rer to the control of the A('my
so that tlley will be coutrolled by the officers, which I u11derstand is the proposition.
I am in favor of that; I think it would be good for the Indian, good for tbe wllites,
and good for the Government. I think it will be for the good of tbe Indian for several
reasons. Among these wild tribes the first necessity is government. Many people
entertain tlle idea that these Iudians have a sort of government among themselves.
It is not so. It may be among the eastern tribes, but it is not so with us. It is a perfect mobocracy. The most dal'iug and the most athletic becomes chief. He is generally a sort of a bully and is disposed to go to war anrl make trouble. All tril>es of
Ii1dians are divided into two classes, the UJore veaceahly inclined and tne wild lutlia.n .
.Froru the foundation of tile Goverumeut we have acted npon the tribal theory; we
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have recognized them as tribes; we have made treaties with them as we woulrl with
independent nations, and we bavP sent agents to them, not so ruuch to govern them
as in the character of ambassadors, and he bad no control over them and never exercisecl any. Consequently, in my jndgment, the first necessity of the Indian is to
put, him nnder ~ome sort of control. At pr~sent the Indians have no respect for the
agents; they respect the militar~· authority behind hin1, and there is very apt to be difficulty between the military authorities and the agent. There is very rarely any good
feeling betwt'en theru. As General Crook has shown in his reports, it is so much to
t.he intt-rest of the agent to misrepresent any depredations commhted by their tribes
npon the whites, that it is very difficult to trace any Indian that goes off a reservation and commits any depredations and bring him to justice. In fact I know of no
case of that kind. He wants to keep himself popular with the Indian aud to show
the Government that be is keeping those Indians quiet. These Indians are pretty
sharp and often represent themselves as other Indians when off making raids, and it
is a strong temptation for the agent to say that it was not his Indians but some other
Indians.
Auother reason, I think it would bring an infinitely more honest administration of
the Indian service than bas existed. As jt is now it bas become a by-wowl in the
mouths and belief of our frontier people, and they have come to the conclnsion that
the whole system is entirely corrupt. I don't thi11k the appointments under the ecclesiastical system are any better than tlwy were before. It is a historical fact that there
were five ageuts in my Territory last ~' ear; all of them fell into disrepute and were removed successively. It is also Raid tllat there is no politics in the system. I have an
instance to the contrary in my Territory. General Ewing, who represents the Catholic
Churcb, recommeuded t.be name of 011e Owen Garland, who bad been recommended to
him by the missionary fathers, and be llad to withdraw his name, at the request of Secretary Belknap, because he was a democrat. In some mysterious way the contract1ors
seem to manage these appointments any way they please ; keep til em in as long as they
want to, and turn them out when they please. As to economy, I think it would be a
great saving to the Government, first, m the expense of administration, and in the next
place that administration would be more economically and honestly carried on. Most
of the money that is now expended for the Indians is expended in kt>eping up an extensive organization, and employiug a great number of persons. Take the :Flathead
agency, where the Indians have been under treaty stipulation for :fifteen years, since
1855, and have been receiving about $~0,000 a year. Now, h0w is tba.t mom•y expended f
How much goes to the beUt·fit of the Indian? The reservation is as blauk to-uay,
except one old mill upon it, as the day the treaty was made. Suppose that money
was expended, as it bas not been for those Indians, for they have IJeen robbed most
unmercifully, would they not have been in a different condition to-day f Most of this
money is expended in maintaining the system. If that money bad been expended in
s-heep and cows, ten or fifteen years ago, how rich they would be to-day. The Indians
are cap<thle, to a certain extent, of ad van cement and civilization. They are tho very
best stock-raisers in the world. The system of traderbbip is bad for this reason; it enables the agent to ket-p everybody off the reservation except those whom he chooses to
make his partner, and very often he disposes of the annuity-goods to him.

Statement of Hon. William R. Steele.
WASHINGTON, Febt•twry 26, 1876.
Ron. William R. Steele, Delegate in Congress from Wyoming Territory, appeared
before the committee, and was examined.. as follows;
Mr. SPAHKS. State your knowledge of or connection with the Indian tribes of this
country.
Mr. STEELJ<j, My knowledge of .the Indian tribes in Wyoming and the immediate
vicinity arises from the state of the present system, as being a matter of interest to all
the people in that region of the country, auu especially to any one who bas any connection with public affairs, and from a personal visit to the Shoshone agency, iu Wyoming Territory, in 1873, and from visits to the Red Cloud and Spotted Tail agencies in
the years ltl74 and lt;75.
Mr. SPARKS. Please give your opinion as to tbe propriety or impropriety of the
transfer of the mauagemeut and control of Indian affairs from the Interior to the
War Department, and yonr reasons for that opinion.
Mr. STl!~]!;LE. My opinion is that it would be for the advantage of the Government,
tbe advantage of the Indian, and the advantage of the settler, that this transfer
should be made, and I have come to that conclusion after a very considerable amount
of thonght upon the snbject, and a good deal of personal knowledge of the present
system of affairs and the manner of conducting them. As an abstract question for
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tribe~ that are to a certain degree civilized, the present system theort>tically may be a
good one; in its pract.ical workings it is a failure. The trouble that lies at the foundation of the present system is t.he attempt to govern savages by moml suasion, and I
think every one will concede that the history of the world bas demonstrated that there
must be a governing power and authority to compel any people to pay a decent
respect to the rights of others. Now these reservations are very large in size. The
agent of the Government, in almost every instance in which I have kllown anything
about him, has been totally unacquainted with the Indian natnre, and tberefore
entirely unfit to deal with him. So far as he is concerued, and t.lw Department which
is behind him, be bas no power to enforce his authority, and there commences t.he tirst
difficulty. Instead of makillg t.he Indian do what is right becanse it is right, he buys
his favor and bribes him to do what he ought t.o be compelled to do for his own good, and
for the llest interests of the Government. Tllerefore, the Inciian bas no respeet for the
a.gent and no respect for the Government., and if he is cornpell ~ d to use force to execute
his authority and compel olledience to orders, be must call in the military power,
and the cousequeuce is that the Indian has no respect for the agent, and nil his
respect is for the snper:or milit.ary force, and that brings to view a divided anthority.
The present system makes the Indian agent tot,ally opposed to the military authority,
and at variance and at war with biJU, and it makes the military authority totally
at war aud at variance with tht agent, aud neither one of them seeks in a proper
manner to uphold the authority of the other, and it is a very great .lll'isfortune tbat
there should not be some definite authority, with power to compel obedience to the orders
of the Government. I think t.hat is one of the grt>at ruisfortuues of the preRent system.
I think I do not umlerstand by the idea of tnming the Indians over to the milit,ary authorities, the apprehension t.bat Home people seem to entertain about it, that because you turn an Ir.dian agency over to the ruilitary authorities, that. yon propose to
con1111ence an indiscriminate war upon the Iudiaus. That is a very fallacious opiuion.
I take it that this would be the rule: If tht"re is an agency under the control of the
Govemment where the Indians do not neect military power to keep them in subjection
and keep them in order, the agent sent there, iustead of coming from civil employment~
would be an officer of the Army, without any military power behiud him, and be would
be snnply an administrator of civil affairs tht>rt:', and I tbink a much !Jetter class of n1e111
can be o[}tained in that way, who would have a bet.ter knowledge of the Indian, his.
characteristics, his nat.ure, aud who would have much bet.ter execut.i,·e ability. They
Lave been trained to command. As to economy, my idea about t.bat i.'l, that. it would1
save the expense of the entire civil estalllishment, as it exists now. \Ve nndloubtedly
·Lave now a sufficient number of officers in the i\.r01y that ca.n be detail .·d for this.. dnt.y·
without, increasiu~ the number of officers at all, and in tbat way wipoJ Ol\t tlle entire.
civil establi~;~lmlt'nt, so far as the agents and superillteJid•ml s are concerned ..
Wbile I am not one of those men wl10 think there are 110 other honest men ex-.
cept those educated at West Point, I think this, t.hat the univenml e·xperieuce of
every man leads him to this inevitable conclusion, that where yon emrl~y.
one man at a fixed salary, at. any sum you may please, aud make his '•mtue of office to
depend upon political considerations, where he is liable to be 1j,ected at Hll,Y tillle, he
has not that moral stamina to stand up against influence and power where it is brungl1t
to bear against him, either by neglect of duty or willful conr.u pt ·<m. aA the same
man who holds his office so long as he should be rt>put.able and l>wbave JJimsrH. I tllink
it makes him much more independent and makes him able to resist. iufia, nces which
he would not be able to resist were it not for the fl'eling of se1ur.ity in the tennre of
his office. Army officers are frequently among the Indians; they nnclerRtand tht'ir
nature and their cbaracter; they are better qualified to dt·al with thtlll. The difficulty
now is, yon take a man \Yho knows nothing abtmt the Lndian; you send him out as
agent, and auont (.be time he learns a.uything allont thtm, wb .. u hP c1 mmauds tbt'Jr
coufidence, if he is worthy of it at all, he is l'emQ.ved and another man is sent there ..
Now the Indians are a peculiar people with 1 espect to that mat.ter. They bav .. very
great distrust of a strallger; very great di~>trust. ot these men sPnt, out there among
them, aud the only men who obtain their confi.dence and respect are men ,~yJw have
obtained it by long years of residence with "them a~1d lly fair and honest treatment of
them. I think, for those reasons especially,_it would be for the advantage of the Gov~
ernment aud of t.he Indian t.hat a change of the piWSIWt system shonld lle 111ade. Now~
with reference to the Sioux at the Red Cloud and Spotted. Tail agencies: I have been,
at thol'e agencies twice; thH last time I spent. some considerable time there. The
Government, since making thH troo.ty of 1868, has spent. some twelve or fifteen million
dollars for t.he Sionx Indians on wha1. might be termed· the Dakota reservation. So..
far as t.he Indians at the Reel Cloud and Spotted Tail agencies are concerne1l, I can say
from personal ouservation that they have made what might be termed ahsolut,ely no..
progress in civilization ancl no progrl'S..-> toward self. support. I went to look at. what
was callt'd an agency-farm, and. I could have stood on aT y side of it aud tllruwn a.
stone over it. There were no schools, and the only progress that can, be said to have·
been made iu civilization, m~ be said to lle this,. if it can lle called progress at all,
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that by being kept at the agencies they have been willing to stay there and be fed
rather than to roam about, and hence they become more luzy and more indolent t.lam
they are naturally. They will not work nuder the )lJ ese11t s,\ stem. It is entirely
beneath the diguit.y of an Indian to work at all. These :- onng l.l1lcks, a-. they are
caHt--d, after they are fourteen or tifteen years of age, do11't eveu se~d<lle 1heir owu horses
in camp; their women have to do it. l talked with the agent 1he1e in refe1 ence to
empluyiug Imlians about the ageucy for doing common ordinary labor or work, and
make an example of industry. He told me t!Jat he had tried it two or three times and
that the Indian who attempted to go to work would be an object of contempt to his
tribe; the squaws would hoot at him and laugh at. hiw as be pat-ised to and from tho
agency, call hiw "squaw," and they bad to give it up. Tht')' spend tlH·ir tin1e in horsel·aciug and gawbliug. No power to control them; no pm1h;lmeut for auy crime committell by them one against another. One Indian kills mwther and the rt>conrse is to
the knife or to the ritle, or else be pay~ for it iu horses and blankets. I might. say that
one other objection to the present system is the reservation-plan, under 1ts present
control. TlJe reHervations are large, they border ou the settleu1ents, and of course
there is more or less of raiding from them. Life is taken 1rl'qnelltly 011 these raills,
aud a great deal of property destroyed or carried Lack by the 1ndiHiiS to t.beir reservation. That bas beeu a matter of frequent occnrrence on this Sioux reservation.
They have raided dowu on our settlements, stealing horses, stealinp; cattle and taking
thew to this age11cy, aurl there has never been to n.y knowlPdge :my retum. It has
beeu puhlicly exposed around the agency, aud if the agent (ltJJHtuded its return be
was laughed at. Consequently, it puts a premium on maran<ling. It wonld be, I
tbiuk, a great step t.oward protecting the frontier to have a power and control over
those reservatious that would compel the Iullians to remain upon them, and punish
them for depredations of this kiud when they are committed aud make tht:m retum
the property.

Statement of General D. S. Stanley.
W ASHI~GTON, Februa1'.1J 26, 1876.
General D. S. Rtanley appeared before the committee and was examined as follows :
Mr. SPAJms. Please state your knowledge of, or connection with, the Indian tribes
of this country; and also your opinion as to the propriety OL' impropriet.y of transferTing the management and control of Indian :;tffairs from the Interior to the War Department.
General STANLEY. My knowledge of the Indians runs back to 1R5?., when I first came
in contact with the Southern Indians, the Comanches and the Kiowas. With the exception of the period of t.he war, I have been among the Inrliaus all my grown lifeall the time I have been in the Arm~', 24 years. The eight years previous to the last
:year j[ have been among the Sioux Iuclians on the Upper Missouri. I have seen a great
deal of [udinns, and my experience convinces me that t.hny are like white- people, good
:and bad. There is a great deal more individual character among I111lians than people
give them credit fqr. I have seen Indians that yon could trnst, that I would trust
with lillY life, my money, and everything. Again, I have seen Indians that are nothing
bnt wiJd boasts aud sconndrels, down to the very bot.tom. The Sioux Indians of Dakota are about equally divided into what you might call frien1lly and hostih~ Indians.
The hostile element is the prevailing or popular element of the tribe. They keep
peaceful Indians in constant dread, anrl their kins-people are afndd of them. The
grand diflicult.y in the way of civilizing the Sionx lias been thiti dread of hostile Indians. The peaceful Indians are afraid to obey or to have a feeling of attachment for
the white man, for the fear of incurring the wrath of the hostile Indians. All attempts
at raising stock ha,·e been frustrated in that way. Their attempts at agrieulture have
proved fntile for the same reason; and notwithstanding the reports that the Sioux
have made an advancement in Civilization, since my first acquaintance with
t.bem-I·mean the Sioux as a nation; I do not mean the S~tntee or Yancton, who
for many years have been what you might c:tll civilize l-tbey have never made
any advancement at all. I know what I say. It is clailue1l they have marle advancement, but. really they have not. With regard to the transfer of these Indians to the
Wa1· Departwent, I ~'li.U say frankly that I rlo not want to see it done. I do not think
it the proper duty of the Army; but the principal reason that I don't wish to see it
·done is that it, would be aJl element of opposition to the Army. It cannot but be hurtdiu} in the eud to too Army itself. As to the question of economy, there is 110 doubt
that the Army, with its pr.e~si11g dnties, could carry on that duty. There will be no
new macbiuer)' nt·cessary_ 1'o create an Indian bnreau in the Army would be to perpetuate a bad Rystem of conti:acts. All1hH dnties should be ca.rried on Ull(ler the present Army anangement and under tlu-l immediate direction of the depart.meut commanders. The nse of oilic.e1·s as Indian agents and COJJilllit:Jsaries in 186\) and 1H70
proved bad in some iustances. The detail~:; were made from unemployed officers here
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in Wasbington without any inquiry being made as to the ch:uacter of the officer
detailed. I knew ~<everal agencies conducted by those officers admirably, and I knew
where t,he officer's first, visit, was to take the t>quaw, and I knew of ~~ue instnuce w!Hwe
an officer stole hirm;t'lf rich without bt>i11g Jllllli~hed for it, so far as I knov..·. If the
tram;fer was mlHle now, and tbesA dt't;.dls were lllade under the departme11t commander, the condition of things which I have mentioned as happening t,hen conld never
occur now. The system of receiving and issning in the Army is as uearly perfect as
auy syst,em cau ue. Goods furnislwd by a contractor upon aniving at a post are snbmitted to a uo:ud of survey composed nsnall~, of three officers. If tbPre is :-my cldiciency in quality or quantity, the contractor is to make it good. An officer uecomes
accountable for tho:;e stores, and U1e,y can only ue issued under the orcler of the COII)inanding officer; so that snch a thing as collnsion in regarcl to provisions or goods received or issued in the Army cannot be done. It is not doue now. I know of my own pPrsonal knowledge tllat iu tbe Indian hnr,inessas now conducted this colln sion between a
contractor and the agPnt is the general rule. I know it,. I have seen an Indian agent,
at an agency where a Cntbo lic cbnrcb or tbe bishop of it bad the recommendation of
the Indians, get rich; what I call rich, because, all being poor in the Army, we call a
man rich if be bas $:30,000 or $40,000. I llave r,t>ell agents get rich nnd onl~r hold their
positions abont a sear. I know they found no gold-mines there. Officers of t,be Army
are no more honest than ot,l.Jer wen, but they have the Articles of \Yar banging over
their heads, and they can court-rnartial and pnt in the pPnitentiary. That is the only
difference between them and an~· other class of men. They have the law rigllt over
them. I never saw an agent suffer. He would carry off his plunder, and go home
and be respectable.
Mr. SPARKS. Taking it altogether then, general, what is your opinion as to the
tran:;fer b11th in the ligllt of economy and for the good of the Indian and the interest
of the Army 1
General STANLEY. Well, sir, it is a mat.ter of economy, and I think it a large economv. As to the manner in which the Indian will be treated I believe he will be
bro'ugbt under better discipline and will be better treated than be is nuder the present
syste ru. I know perfectly well the religions element of the conntr.v, and t,he persons
iuterested in t,he Iudian uusiness claim that Army officers do not treat the In(lians with
humanity, and I know .that that theory is absn rd, ~tnc! that there is no set of men who
have such reason to be friendly with the Indians as officers of the Army, bP-canse t.beir
cow fort and very oft.en their lives and everythiug depends npon having the Inrlians
peaceable. I was eight years among t,he Sionx, and if yon will ask Mr. Welsh,
one of those pbilanthropbic gentlemen iu Plliladelphia who took great interest in the
Indians, I tbiuk lle will say tlJa.t, l had more influence among the Sioux than any otlwr
white man. I outained that iiJilum~ee uy heing patient aud forueari11g and always
kind to tlleru. I always listeued to au Indian who came in with a Atory, however
absurd. I always beard what be bad to say and gave birn advice. I have been able
in that country to send a messenger from one post, to another and get answers uack,
and any officer who w'ill pursue that course with the Indians can get their coufitlence.
He can control t,bem. One objection that is nrgPd to tundng them over to the War
Department is that they will be brought in contact with the soldiers and sq naws, demoralizing them llotb. Wherever soldiers are neceRsary to restrain these wild Iuclians
--this ho:;tile class-the soldiers are present, now, and will have to be retained. Where
that hostility is not dangerous there will be no soldiers--only the agent will be there,
who wonld be an Army officer. The soldiers will only be where tllvy are now. Of
course, the soldiers are like other men.
Mr. SPAHKS. Wonlrl that demoralization he incre~tsed or di,ninisherl by this transferT
General STANLEY. Well, I would say that the effect would be to diminish it, for the
Arwy officer would not undertake to break up auy connection that be found exist ing
now; uut if be was stationed as an agent he wonlcl prevent anything of that kind takiug pla<'.e, a,nd, if uecessary, would send a tile of snldiers to drive off all those h ;1d white
men from the reservation. The Indians have more respect for a military officer than
any other. They "vill leave an agent at any time to go to a commanding officer of a
post for advice. The Indian respects a mau that rras power to make him respect him .•
Mr. SPARKS. And I also nnderstand the converse to ue true, be does not respect a.
man who bas no power~
General STANLEY. No; I never knew of but one case of any man to have influence
over the Indians who had not such a power, and that man was Pere Smith, who went
among the bost.ile Indians at, a time when no w bite man conld do it.
Mr. SPAHKS. From yonr knowledge · of Army officet;s and the disposition of Army
officer:<, would the rwigious and educational interests of the Indians ue promotEJd a.s
well b.Y them as under the present system 1
General STANLEY. Most certainly_ Tlle respect for religion and religions exercises
is inci1lcated in the Army, aud any officer who did otherwise in respect to religion
would ue tu,booed, aud would be considererl a disreputable man. An Army officer will
take especial care that a religious mau ant! religiJUS iustruction is vroperly looked
after and protected.
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Letter j1·orn Geneml W. T. Sherman.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES,

Saint Louis, Mo., Jannary 19, 1876.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of January 14, notifying
me tha,t your committee is cbarged wit,h the inquiry as to the "practicability and
utility of th e present management of the Indian tribes by the Interior Department,"
and of" re-investing the War Department witb the control and management thereof,"
asking my opinion, with a reference to such "statistical information as may occur
to me."
In the annual reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and of the several military commanders, on file in t.he War Department, will be found a vast mass of details,
to which I cannot well refer from tbis qnarter, but these are accessible to yonr committee, and therefore I beg you will permit me to exprP.ss my own opinion on the subject witll a reference only to such examples as occur to me of recent d<1te.
The great mass of the Indians of onr conntry are now located on reservations, and
are entitled to receive annuities, goorls. an<l food, according to treaties made long ago,
and for th e faithful execution of which t.rea.ties the faith of the Goveromeut is pledged.
These Indian~:! vary widely in their habits, and should be dealt, with accordingly. The
present Arm y is now stationed in small detachments at military posts, chiefly at or
near these reservations, to keep the peace between these Indians anrl their white neighbors, between whom there has always existed a conflict of interest and natural hostility. Now, as the military authorities are already charger! with the (lntv of ke~ping
the peace, I am sure they will be the better able to accompliHh this eml if intrusted
with tht> issue of the annuitit:>s, whether of money, foorl, or clothing. Each military
post has its quartermaster and cornmis~ary, who can, withont additional cost m >1kt> the
is~;nes directly to the Indians, and acconut fur them, and the comnutnding officer can
exercise all the snpervision now required of the ci vii agent, in a better manner, because
he has soldi ers to snpport his autbority and can easily acticipate atHl prevent the minor
causes which have so often resulted 1u Indian wars. Iu like manner onr country is
divided into military departments and divisions commanded by experienced general
officers named by the President, who can fnlfill all the functions Bow committed to
Indian superintendents, and these, too, have near them inspectors who can promptly
investigMe awl prevent the incipient steps that are so apt to result in conflict and
war. Therefore, I firruly believe that tbe Army now occupies the positions and relations to the great mass of the Indian tribes tha,t will better enable the Government to
execute any line of policy it may deem wise and proper tban by any possible system
that can be devised with civil agents. The Indians, more <'specially tbose who occnpy
the vast region west of the Missi~sippi, from the Rio Grande to the British line,
are natnral warriors, and have always looked to the military rather t.han to the
civil agents of Government for protection or punishment, and were the troops to
be wit.h<lrawn instant war would result. If it be t.he policy of t.he Gt>vernment,
as I believe it is, to save the remnant of those tribes, it can only be accom-·
plished by and through military authority.
These will obey orders, aud enforce
any line of policy tbat may be prescribed for them by law or regulation. Sooner or
later these Indians, say the Sionx, Cbeyennes, Arapahoes, Kioways, aud ComancheR,
must be mad ~ self-supportit1g. Farming and the mechanic arts are so obnoxious to their
nature and traditions that, any hope of their becoming an agricultural people can hardly
be expected in onr day, thongh there are many individual exceptions; hut the Indians
themselves see that the buffalo, elk, antelope, deer, and large game are rapidly disappearing, and that they must raise cat.tle and sheep or starve. 'I'Ll is, in my jurlgruent, is
the vroper direction in which to turn their attention, and an excellent beg ,nning hc:ts
beeu made with the tribes in New Mexico, and more recently with the Kioways and
Comanches, near Forr, Sill. This has been done by the influence of the Army stationed
in their midst, who are, iu my opinion, now, and have always been, the best friends the
Indians haYe had. The idea which prevails with some that the Army wants war with
the Indians is not true. Snch wars bring exposure, toil, risk and pri vat.ion, with no
lwnor. Therefore, it natnrally wauts peacE>, and very often has prevente<l wars by its
lllere prese11ce; and if iutrnsted with the exclnsive management, a. control of tlleir annuities and snpplies as well as force, I think Indian wars will cease, an1l t.he habits of
tl.e Indians will be gradually. moldt>d into a most necessary and nsefnl branch of
industry, the rearing of sheep, cattle, horses, &c. In some localities they may
possibly be made farmers.
Tbe present laws bearing on this Indian problem were wise in their day, but the
extension of St.ates and Territories witll their goYernlllellts over the whole domain of
the United States has entirely changed the conditiun of facts, and I think you will
find that these will need revision and change.
I do not profess to know anything of the practical workings of t.be Inrlian Bnrean as
now orgauized, but if tran:,ferred to t!Je \Var Department, [ snppose it will be mad
subject to such changes a::; the Secretary of War way recommeml.
SIR:
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If, as I conceive, the present military mach~nery already in existence be used, viz,
the commanding-generals of departments be made supervisors of Indian affctir:s in
their commands, and commanding officers of posts be constituted'' agents," the Bureau
will need a military head, resident in the War Department.
I have the honor to be, your obe<lient servant,
W. T. SHERMAN, General.
Hon. WM. A. J. SPARKS,
Chairman Snbcommittee Indian A:ffairs,
House of R(jpresentatives, Washington, D. C.

Letter from W. A. Burleigh.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Februm·y 2, 1876.
DF.AR SIR: In reply to your verbal reqnest of this morlling for my views in relation
to the propriety of transferring the control of Indian affairs from the Interior to t ' e
War Department, I have the honor to say that I am satisfied the change will save to
the Nat-ional Treasury more than a million and a half dollars annually.
The Indians should be located as near as possible to the navigable rivers and other
great thoroughfares, in order to save to the Government the cost, of long inland transportation by means of wr.tgons, as is the case at present, especially with most of t,he
Sioux nation, a large part of which now have their supplies hauled nearly three hundred miles from the point of delivery on the Missouri River.
,
The purchase and transport,ation of all necessary Indian snpplies and their distribution to the Indians will be done more efficientl.v, with greater dispatch, and in a more
satisfactory manner to both the Indians and tlw Government if transacted through the
regular channels of the War Department.
, If the supplies are i~:;sued to the Indians by the military officers stationerl in the
Indian country for that purpose, thPy will at all times be on the ground with sufficient force to scrutinize the condnct of the Indians and withhold such supplies whenever the hostile condnct of the Indians shall justify it. The civil authorities have no
such power, not even to protect Government prop•>.rty or the lives of their families anrl
employes. They are at all times at the mercy of the Indians; conseqneutly they have
little or no control over them.
The police regulations of the garrison wonld extend over the entire Iurlian reservation, and that degme of subordination which is at all times absolutely essential iu the
management of In<liaos would be rigidly maintained.
An accurate census of the different Indian tribes (which I re!!ret to say bas never yet
been taken) will enable the officer in charge to ascertain, at every roll-call of the
tribe, whether the Indians are at home, or have left the reservation to rob and murder
the frontier settlers. Under the present managemPqt the warriors of the "tribe may be
absent for months without being missed by the agent, and if missed. he has no means
at his command to bring them back. To this state of things alone can be traced threefourths of all the Indian robberies and murders that have been committed in the
West.
My experience goes to show that the morality, subordination, and advancement of
Indian tribes, when controlled by officers of the Regular Army, is equal, if not superior
to those same tribes when under the management of the civil department of the Government.
Among the Sioux, Ponca, and Winnebago Indians, on the Missouri River, I feel safe
in assertiug that, of all the illegitimate Indian children whose paternity can be
traced to white men, more than nine-tenths of the fat.hers belong to civil life.
Intemperance among the Indians exclusively controlled by officers of the Army is
never tolerated and does not exist; while one ofthe greatest troubles which an agent
from civil life has to contend with is to keep whisky-peddlers off from the reservation
and arrest and bring them to justice when they are discovered.
Schools and churches for the benefit of the In(lians wonld be better maintainerl under milit-ary than under civil control, from the fact that the commanding officer has at
a~l times t,he necessary means at his disposal to enforce the rules of government established for his agency, and the s<tme is true so. far as educating the Indians in agricnlture and the mechanic arts is concerned.
An officer from the Regular Army of the rank of colonel should be detailed by the
President to discharge thw dnt,ies now performe(l by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, with the Secretary of War as his immecliat.e superior officer. The department
commander should exercise the supervisory dnties at present exercised by the inspectors
of Indian affairs. The post commanders should be selected to discharge the duties of
Indian agents. Tbe post quartermaster and commissary should perform the regular
duties as such for the India!J.S as well ~s for the troops.
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I su~gest this as an outline of the plan of transfer and re-organization of the Indian
Bureau which, it appears to me, the puulic service demands.
If the practical principles of t,bis piau are arlopted by Congress I feel satisfied that
Hs workings will prove most salutary t0 tbe Indians and economical to the Government. Millions of dollars will IJe saved to the Treasury; thousands of valuable lives
will be saved to the conntry. The ricll mining di::;tricts of the mountains will he
opened np to settlement by our euterprisiug pioneers, while the first practical step
forward will have been taken which looks to tile civilization of the Indians and to
t,beir bHcoming a self-sustaiuin~ people.
Very respectfully, your obedient servaut,

W. A. BURLEIGH.
Ron. \Y. A. J. SPARKS,
Jl1ember Committee Indian Llffai1·s.

By P1·ofessor Doherty :
Reasons for the ty·ansfm· of the managentent of Indian . ajfai1·s from the Department of the Inte1·iu1· to the War Department.
1. The p1·evention of fraud.-The officers of our Army being well educated and disciplined men, whose appoiutmeuts are not temporary, but during good behavior, have
estahlibhed a habit of self-respect,, and honoraule professional pride-an esprit de corps'dlicb efl'ectually prevents them from taking any part in, or giving any countenance to
meaunel'ls, dishonesty, or fmud. And hence, amidst all the prevalent unfaithfulness of
the age, not one regnlar, acting Army officer bas bet>n even suspected of anything dishonorable. Now this fact aloue should determine the action of Congress in the matter, and influence eyery true patriot to vote for the said transfer, for, in all true and
faithful accounts of Indian tronbles, raids, and wars, ip is confessed that the chief moving causes ha,·e been the fmuds committed by onr civil servants and agents npon t.be
reil. men.
2. The Indians will be found to respect and obey the officers of our Army much more
willingly than civil servants, because they will fear them, as, to them, power and authority always seem to dwell with the leaders of armed men.
3. It is the uniform teaching of experience that regular, trained, and disciplined officers and soldiers will always exercise more patience, under provocation, than civilians.
They know the Dature and use of their weapons, and are ever more spariug of the use
of them t,h:\n militia aud volunteers suddenly called out to repel invasion or aveng-e
iujnry. They know the evil results of rashness in the use of deadly weapons, and can
practice self-control.
4. The War Department can conduct all onr intercourse with the Indian tr·ihes, whether
peaceable or hostile, with far less expense to the United States Treasury than the present Indian Bnrean, simply because the whole complicated and cost.Jy machinery of said
Bureau could thus be at once dispensed with, and Army officerR and educat,ed enlisted
men be detailed to attend to the dnties which are indispensable, and all of these should
be uudertaken with the view of making all Indians, in due time, citizens of this conntry, supporting and conducting themselves like others. It may be· at once said that
fully one-half of all the Indian agencies should be immediately closed and the agents
dismissed. Thus an immense saving will be at once effected in Indian expenses, and
this amount Raved will go on increasing every year.
5. Tlle officers aucl enlisted men so employed would, of course, subtract from the available military force of the country; but in these times of profound peace, they could
be very well spared, and they are even now chiefly resident ou t,he Indian frontier, and
could be eonveniently detailed from the neighboring forts and camps, and no additions
worth mention need be Inade to their regular pay uow received.
6. Therefore, economy, piUdence, and hnmanit.y unite in recommeuding the transfer
of the management of Indian affairs from the Department of the Interior to the War
Department.

Letter fJ'Om L. F. Lane.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

rVashington, D. C., Febrnary 17, 187ft
SIR: On yesterday you requested me to suhmit to you, i11 writing, first, my
opinion as to the t1ansfer of the Indian Bureau from tbe Interior to the \Var Department; secondly, the reasons for the opinion I might express. I do not address myself
to any particular measure now hefore Congress, lJUt merely to the general question.
DEAR
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In my opmton this change in the management of Indian affairs sho.uld be made.
My reasons for t.his couclu:siou are briefly as follows:
1. The fewer offices we have, compatible with au efficient public servi~e. the better it
surely will be for tbe country. Such a change as conte111plated would abolish a considerable nnmber of officers whose places would be supplied by indi\'idnals (frorn the
Army already in the servJCe of the Government.
2. I regret to say malfeasance, as well as neglect~ in office, is not nnnsnal, anll in my
judgment the present management of Indian affa,i rs presents no except.ion. There a,re
always two influences operating in the prevention of crime, the hope of reward and the
fear of punishment. The first inspires every honorable man; the latter deters those
who are disposed to wrong, and is less effiuient in its application to Indian agencies
than to any other depart.ment of Government. That this shonld be so, is not remarkable, when we remember that conrts sitting in the pnnishrnent of crime are mmall.v
quite remote from Indian reservations. The dist.ance to be traversed, the expense and
· inconvemeuce incident in reaching the civil courts, often shields tlte p:nilty from
indictment, trial, and punishment.. Not so ,,-it,h t.he Army, for there the court follows
the offenrler, and but little additional expense is entailed. It is not unworthy observation that t.Le Army punishes it.s officers for offenses unknown t.o the criminal code;
offenses.against. personal honor and gentlemanly propriety.
:3. The discipline which prevails iu the Army in the ration system, if I may so term
it, would prove of advantage iu the distribution of supplies and annuities among the
India.ns, and thereby, I apprehend, a fruitful source of U.isconteut would be greatly
modified.
4. Among the wild tribes the presence of the Army is requirerl, and in the performance of their respective duties there is not unfrequent.ly a confuRiou and even a uonflict of jurisdiction between . the civil and military authorities. Had the Army alone,
and untrammeled by civil instruct.ious, been charged wit.h the dut.v of returning the
rebellious Modocs to their reservation; harl the matter been left wholly within the
discretion of the commanding officer at Fort Klamath, Oregon, I believe the work could
have been accomplished without war, without its expense, and withont its suffel'ings.
At all events, I doubt not, such steps would have been taken, such notice of the contemplated movement would have been given to the settlers as would have :werted the
horrors of the Lost River mailsacre.
5. It is the policy of the Government to preserve peace with thA Indians. The presence of the military contributes to this end. An Indian recognizes and respects power.
Understand me, I would not have" the wards of the nation" treated with inhumanity; they sbonld not be Lreated harshly nor yet petted; they should not be cheated
nor yet taught to live in idleness; their rights should be clearl.v defined and carefully respected; they should be taught to know what they are entitled to receive from
the Government and what the Government will require of them; in short, they should
be honestly, fairly, and firmly dealt with.
6. By reference to the reports of the agents it will be observed that there is occa!'!ionally, and it may be inadvertently, an adm;ssiou by some of them to the effect that
they are not able to enforce that discipline or secure that respect necessary to preserve tranquillity anrl maintain that· system and order adequate to promote peace anU.
the happiness of the Indiaus.
7. That the agents under the present system are unable to confine the In(1ians within the limits of tLe reservat.ion; that they suffer them to p:o beyond those limits; that
the Indians depredate upon the whites; that serious difficulties aud sometimes war
arise therefrom, are facts not easily to be denied.
8. An objectiona.ble feature iu the present system is, if I may be pardoned to use
the word, the" farming" out of agencies among the different religions clenominations.
Does not this seem to recoguize to a certain extent, limited it may be, the existence of
church and statei Every Christian denomination should be permitted to prosecute
its missionary labors, the noblest work of all, among the Indians eveywhere, with
every tribe and nation and without restriction whatever. Do not misapprehend me ;
I appreciate fully the zeal and sincerity of those Christian gentlemen who seek to
ameliorate t.he moral condition of the Indian.
9. The qnesti.on of economy at this time of general financial rlistress should not be
disregarrled. By the reduction of the number of officers, as I have herefjofore indicated,
there would be no inconsiderable saving to the Treasury of the United States. By the
consolidation of the purchase ofsnpplies for the soldiers and Indians in one Department,
and the trauf!lportation thereof, there would be a furtber saving.
I truly regret that the foregoing suggestions are necessarily hastily prepared. I
believe, how·ever, they ~ill tend to sustain the opinion expressed by rue.· Truscing
that. the action of Congress upon this grave subject may be, as I donht not it will be,
in the interest of true economy, jnst to the Iudiaus as well as the whites,
I a.m, respectfully, &c.,
Hon.

"WM.

A. J.

L. F. LANE.
SPARKS,

Chairman Subcommittee Indian Affairii.
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Letter from .dlbert Pike.

ALEXANDRIA, VA., Februa1·.lJ 29, 1876.
SIR: In reply to yonr flrst ir.qniry I have the honor to state that, during nearly
forty years, I have bad constant opportunities to becowe acquainted with the civilized
Indian tribes west of Arkansas by intercourse with them, and as counsel for the Creeks
and Choctaws during many years of that time, by having been in command of their
country, and by familiar acqnaintance with a great number of them; and that I have
also had opportunity to become morn or less acqua~nteu with many of the wild tribes.
To yonr second iuqniry I reply that my opinion has always been that t.be management and control of Indian affairs onght to be restored to the War Department,
becanse I think that it would be of greater advantage to the Government and more
beneflcial to the Indians.
It would insure in many and constantly-occurring emerp:encies more directness and
promptn• ss of act.ion than can possibly be bad whPn the aiu of the War Department
cannot be had except by application first to the Department of the Interior, and by it,
often after unnecessary and provoking delays, to the War Department. I have known
jt more t.h::~n once to happen that, owing to jealousies or the exigencies of official etiquette, co-operation could not be bad at all, and mischief was the consequence. Under
the present system there is a duality of wills, the result of which must often be detrimental to the public interests.
The Indians have, in general, very little respect for their agents. It often happens
that these are not entitled to it; ancl, when the,y are, an Inrlian is not much inclined
to reverence or fear a civilian, especially when his actual and active powers are so few,
and he can only control them by means of troops, over whom be bas 110 authority.
A military officer, of soldierly bearing, resoluteness, an~ intelligence, they always
respect.
They would, in my opinion, be munb more ju~tly dealt with by milit.ar,y officers than
by agents, chiefly appoiot.ed by way of reward for political~;ervifles; bocanse the system of acconntabilit.y iu the rnilit,ary service is much more perfect than tha,t of the
present In,Han service, and the officers of the Army are generally honorable men, who
would neither cheat the Inrlians, nor, by collusion, permit them to be cheated, nor
accept small office at an inarlcqnate salary, in the hope of beQotning interested in the
prosecution of Indian claims during or after the expiration of a short term of ~;ervice.
I think, in fact, from a pretty long acquaintance with the conduct of business in the
Indian Office, that it could not easily be worse conducted than in many respects it bas
beeu. To obtain justice tllere for an Inflian tribe, or to prevent tbe consummation of
an inten,led violation of their rights, has always been, at least unt.il very recently, a
thing eitller not to be accomplished at all, or only to be accomplished by immense
labor and unwearied assiduity. To recite the cases, in detail, in which I have known
injustice done there to our civilized tribes, in which it seemed to be considered that
they could ha'e no rights entitled to be respected, wonld require many more pages
tllan I have time to write. There have been Cornmi ... sioners sincerely desirous to do
justice; and there have been others, and Secret.aries too, impervious to argument, and
whom no demonstration of a legal proposition could make the least impression upon.
The War Department might be eqnally regardless of the legal right.s of the Indians;
but, in the abse11ce of motive to sell, deny, or delay justice, it would be likely to at
least endeavor to do it, and to do it promptly.
The civilized tribes really need no agents. Having these officials over them, and
compelled to go to them to obtain rerlress for wrongs done by intruding individuals
and corporations, they are like children who are afr<1id to try to walk alone for fear
they should fall. Toeir conrts do uot dare to exercise their just powers, for fear that
to do so m:ty be declared unwarrantable; a.nd the tribes have no rights, because they
have no efficient, reme(ly by which to enforce any right. If a railroad-tr:tin kills a
poor Indian's cow or horse, be must go to the agent, a long distance off, to beg birn
graciously to colllpel the corpomtiou to )Jay for the injnry done; and, if be is peculiarly
fortunate, be may in ten or twelve months get half the value of the animal. ThP.y
cannot, by their own courts, protect their own mines or compel a railroad corporatiotl
to pay for cross-ties; aml, if they must have an agent, it should be one who can an<l
will compel the doing of that which justice and honesty require.
I have the llonor to be, very truly, your obedient servant,
ALBERT PIKE.
Hon. W. A. J. SPARKS,

Chai1·man Subcommittee on Indian Affai1·s, House of Rep1·esentatires.
Letter j1'orrt John B. Sanborn.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb1'1ta1'Y 29, 1876.
SIR: In reply to yonr note of this morning, requesting written answers to two qtHlS
tioo~; therein, I have to say to the first, that my knowledge of the Indian tribes has
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been 110 extensive and varied that I could hardly give it in the limits of an orilinary
letter. Many years of my life were spent on the frontiers, and then I was for some
time Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
.
As to your second question, the propriety or impropriety oftransferring the Indian Bureau from the Interior to the War DP-partment, I have to say that I have never had a
doubt about the propriety of making the transfer. Probably the only serions objection
that can be urgecl against the transfer is, that it would be placing the military in
charge of civil affairs in the Indian country. Btlt is this correct~ I think not. Tile
Indian country has always been, to a certain extent, under the control of the military.
The military is, and ever have been, the police of the Indian connt.ry. While the Indian Office was under the control of the W;tr Department, although the Indian agent.s
were taken from civil life, its management was much more economical ann satisfactory than it has been since. But it is not now necessal'y to appoint agents from civil
life, and therefore that heavy item of expense can be dispensed with. Formerly the
At·my was very small and the Indians much more numerous t.han they are now·. Then
there were no surplns or retired officers of the Army; now there are plenty of them,
and there would be no difficulty in finding officers of the Army to detail for duty as
Indian agents. II. wonld place the whole service in the Indian conn try nuder one head, a
very desimhle object in a savageorsemi-civilized communit.y. The wild Indians do not
understand the difference between civil and military authority, except in so far as they
regard the first with contempt and the lat.ter with fear.
There are various ~rades of Indians. Those of the principal tribes in the Indian
Territory, such as th~ Creeks, the Seminoles, the Cherokees, the Choctaws, the Chickasaws, and some smaller tribes, have made great advances in civilizat1on. They have
written laws and regular forms of government. Their courts administer the laws fa,irly
and jnstly, and their schools are well attended and sustained. These tribes really
require no ageut to look after t.hem. If allowed to do so, they are ahnndantly able to
manage their own affairs, and in this they ought to be enconra.gPd. The General Government ought to leave them as free as possible to manage their own affairs in their
own way.
The next most useful and interest.ing division is the Pueblo Indians, of New Mexico.
These were peaceable ancl industrious, living in their own towns, cultivatin~ their own
lands, and supporting themselves, at the time we acquired tha,t countr.v from Mexico
and for a long time afterward. After many years they w~re discovered by the officers
of the Interior Department., and were at once decla.red to be "wards of the nation."
Their land-grants were declared to be'' Indian reservations," and being" wards" they
had to be taken care of by their '' guardian.'' The policy pnrsued toward these people was very reprehensible. A great deal of money was squandered on them for no
apparent beneficial purpose. They bad been Mexican citizens, able to take care of
tberosel ves. They were reduced to a species of bondage, and made to depend on the
agent set over them.
Another class of Indians are those found in Nevada and California. They are harmless, not entirely averse to labor, and many of them make very good servants. They
generally live among the whites.
Tb.e last class, the most tronhlesome and the most worthless, are the wild Inclians
of the plains and mountains. These can be controlled only by an exhibition of power.
Among them the military is absolutely indispensable to maintain peace. They bold in
conternpt all white men not in the military service, and if agents taken from civil life
be sent among them it is always necessary to keep a military force at a convenient. supporting distancP, It is, in my judgr.uent, much better that all who are brought in
contact with these wandering savages should belong to the military, for power is necessary to curb them.
Yours, respectfully,
J. W. DENVER.
Hon. WILLIAM A. J. SPARKS,
Clutirman Subcommittee Indian Affairs.

Lettm· from John B. Sanborn.
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 7, 1876.
SIR: In response to your request I make the following brief statement:
My personal acquaintance with the Indians and with Indian clutracter commencerl
in ltl55 aud has ueen continuous since. My officia.l acqnaintauce or connection with
them commeuced in the winter of loot-'6~. I was tb.en in the military service commanding the frout.iers of Minnesota, and continued so to command until April, 1862.
The next service rendered in this connection was in July, lo65, when I commenced
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a·nd conducted a campaign against the Comanches, Kiowas, Cheyennes, Arapahoes,
and Apaches of the Upper Arkansas. This campaign terminated in the treaty with
these tribes, made in November of that year, at t.he mout.h of the Little Arkansas.
From the date of the consnmmation of this treaty I was on duty in the Indian Territory, under instrnctions from President Johnson and Secn~tary Harlan, to settle the
fliffereuce between the slaveholding tribes of t.he Indian Territory and their former
slaves. and to establish peaceful relations between them. This service continueu until
Jnne. 1866.
In February, 1R67, I went to the plains again to visit the Sioux Indians, as commissioner, to ascertain t.he cause of the Phil. Kearney massacre of that wint er, and from •
this da.te was cont.inuously iri the service and among the Indians until October 12,
186H, when the Sherman-Harney commission dissolved. Dnring this time we made
treat.ies with the Apaches of the Arkansas, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas and
Comanches, Nav11joes, Snakes or Shoshones, Monntnin Crows, Northern Cheyennes and
Northern ArapahoPs, and with tbe Ogallalla, Minneconjon, Oucpapa, Sans Arc,
Blackfeet, Brule, Santee, and Yanctonnals bands of the Sionx tribe or nation, and held
conferences witb r:n any tribes and bands with wb••m we did not conclude treat.ies, and
all tbis time I made tbe Indian question a constant st.urly, learning all possible from
the officers who had spPnt their lives among them, and from t.he Iullians themselves,
and from history and official reports and from personal observations, as to the working
of our system of dealing with them and managing their affairs.
The qnest.ion was fonncl by me, as it will be uy all who study it, a most complex and
difficult one; and at different times I came to different couclusions. But, after the
most carefnl consideration of the subject in all its hearings, my conclnsious, in common
witb tbose of all the members of tbat commission, were expressed in the resolutions
adopted by the board in Chicago, October 11, 1868, and found on pa.ge [rd'erence given
heretofore] of the report of the Committee of Indian Affa,irs, of 18oH-'69, Taylor, then
Commi~<sioner, dissenting from the resolution recommending the transfer of the Bureau
to the War Department.
It is, perhaps, sufficient for me to state that I still adhere to all the propositions contained in tbose resolutions; and, in my opinion, upon no one of tbem does so much
depenrl, both fiS concerns the Indians aud the Goverument, as npun that one recon.fIDPuding t.he transfer of the Indian Bureau to the War Department. This is essential
to t,he successful administration of Indrar: Affair:,;, for the following reasons:
The Intt>rior Department· has no power to protect the Indians on their reservations
from the depredations of <>ach ot.her, or from the incursions of onr people; and that
feeling of security and protection in the products of labor, and of certainty that tile
part.y procluciug shallt:>njoy them, so essential to the cultivation of hallit,s of iudustry
and civilization, must ahvays be wanting, as it al~ays bas been, under tbis administrat.ion of the Interior Department.; while fnll security, protection, and encouragement
could and would be afforded under the War Department.
The short space of time allowed a savage people, in tbe present state of insecurity,
to change tbeir mode of life from that of a savage to that of a civilized people, renders
it absolutel.v necessary that the childl'en of savage people sb.onld be educated at once
in the art.s an<l languages of the civilized people. Without compulsion, all hist.ory
showR that this is the work of several generations, and that compulstou, in this respect,
is abso]ntel.v necessary in t,be case of our Iudiaus.
The Interior Department can do notlling by compulsion, while the War Department
can effect all possi ule uy this means.
Unrler the Interior D e p~trtment, the manner of d.ealing with and cooclucting lnflian
affairs varies rnore or less with the changes of administ.rations and officers, which is
most detrimental to tll is kind of service, tb.e Inrl ians being at a loss to kuo w, often t.imes,
wbat the'pnrposes and aims of the Government ~re concerning tbem; wilile, under
the War D,..rmrtm,-nt., the officers holding their commissions during goocl behavior, tile
policy wonlrl be uniform an<l rigorous aud the power of the Government always felt
and respected, and its purposes would ue always plainly undel'stood aud promptly accerled to.
4. The system of procuring, transporting, and issuing supplies to the Indians wonld be
mucb more systematically and econormcally don(-) nuder the War Depart,meut. Issning
supplies to the large wild tribes, as now doue, is and must remain under the present
system an t:>gregious farce. It amounts to little more or less in all cases than a depre·
dntion by·Indi<111S. They determine the amount tbey will bave and make the demand
oftentimes, and if not accec1erl to, take wbat they have demanded and go away; so
tbere is always the greatest disparity between t.be lllHUber of rations issued and the
nuDJber of Indians to be fed; the Tations ofteut.imes being more than dc~uble the number of Indians in calllp.
5. Tbeir irregular ancl wild habits are cultivated uncler this system, while un<ler a
regnlar kystem enfoeced by the power and uiscipline of the War Dep~•rtmenb, regular
and civili~ed habits in this l'espect would resuH.
6. Under a regular, well-e~;~talJlitilhed byst.em of the War Department, all future wars
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with Tuilians wonld he avoiderl, their civilization and ednca.tion rapiilly prnmoteil, pro1ectiou in the products of their labor wonld be secured, the Treasury saved in the expenses of the \Var ant1 Interior Departments to the extent, iu my jn1lgment, of fnlly
ten millions per annnm as an average amount, the safety of the frontiers be assured,
~tnd the welfare of both Iurlians and whites promoted iu every respeut, aud no one of
existing evils increased, while many wouhl cease altogether.
To give t.be events in the history of our manctgement of Indian affairs, the observations and resnlts of st.n<ly that have led rne to ti.Je foregoing conclm>ions, \\·onlrl prolong this com111nnicatiou to an nnreasonable leugth. That the transfer of the Burean
• to the \Var Dt>partment would be most advantageous to the service in all respects, I
have no douht. All(l I cannot believe that any disinterested person can gi,·e tile subjed a full and careful consi(leratiou anct come to any clifforent conclnsinn.
The success of the War Department. in this branch of service from 1789 to 1849, the
massacres, tHe enormous expense in the management of t.heir affairs siuce 1H60, our
unsatisfaJory relations with all the large tribes, the continued savage clmractet• antl
barlmdt.y of many of the Indian tribes, all point to one conclusion, and that onr Indian ati'airs are not managed as properly and wtsely now as they \Yere under the War
Department., or as they wotllrl be uow nnder the same Department.
I have the honor to ue, very respectfully, your ouedient SP.rva.nt,

JOHN B. SANBORN.
Hon. W. A. J. SPARKS.
Chairman Subcomrnittee on Indian Affairs.

Letter front William A. Piper.
HOUSE OF RRPRESENTATIVRS,

U. S.,

Washington, D. C., March 9, lt376.
SIR: In response to your note of March 8, 1876, reqneAting my opinion as to the propriety of tra.nsferring the control anrl management of Indian affairs from the Interior
to the \Var Department, I have the honor to reply as follows:
In answer to the question, ''Please state yonr knowledge in relation to the Inrlian
tribes,'' I m::~y say that of recent clays I have bad ve1y little practical knowleclge of Indians, bnt that. in the years 1S46 and 1H47 I came in contact with the Cheyennes, the Arapahoes, the Navajoes, the Pawnees, and the Apaches, and tbe disposition of these tribes
for murder, rapine, and thievet·y was vivillly impressed on my mind. These impressions were deriYed from long-continued personal observation. The conclusions I i1rrived at were that tbey could only be controlled by the exhibition of force; that any
attetnpt to snbdne and govern them by moral suasion would be stmply fntile, and that
auy effort to civilize them would only resnlt in their extinction. I am of the opinion
that the Indians have the capacit.y of acquiring the white m;tu's v•ces only, while they
o\.Jstinately refuse to imitate his virtues. 1'1.Je Choctaws and the Cherokees, it IS true,
practice, to a certain extent, some of t.he habits of civilized life, but it mnst be borue
in mind that before they came in contact wit.h the white mau they had acquired some
of the dements of civilization, and t.hat they were never entirely uoma<ltc, bnt were
partially agricultural in their pursuits and bad permanent homes in fixed settlements.
From my knowledge of the tribt>s on t.he western shores of the continent, I am decidedly of opinion that their contact with white wen has only resulted in dt>gra<lat.ion
which will ultimately end in extinction, as is evidenced by the preseut condition of
the" Diggers" of California, aud the" Pi-Utes" of Nevaria and Utah.
It will be seen tha,t I differ in toto from the prevalent humanitarian idt.ms entertained
by persons who are not at all acqnainterl witll the actual character of the Indians and
their t.ribal condition, and it is therefore unnecessary for me tv expatiate further on
the sn hject.
In answer to your second question," Please give-your opinion as to the propriety or
impropriety of transferring the cont.rol and management of Inclian atl'airs from the
Interior to the \Var Department, and your reasons for such opinion," I reply as folJows:
The Indian Bureau, as condnct.ed by civilians, has received neither the approval of
political economists nor that of the great mass of the people, and according to common bt>lief it has engendered" rings and combinations," and ha.s authorized a profu~e
expenditure of the public funds wit,hout any adequate result either in pt·omoting the
moral aud physical advancement of the Indian or iu pre-.ervin~ peace Jtll!l qniet on t.he
frontiers. Whether the charges of corruption against the Indian IJI<tna.geuwnt be trne
or not, the pnblic mind is firmly convinced that, of tbe six million dollars or more Llmt
have been anuually expended by this Burelln, a large proportion bas gone iuto the
hands of t•ontractors and rascally agents, and it is believed that even "gentlemen of
the cloth" are not eutirely free from this corrupting influence. Evidently a remedy
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for this state of affairs is urgently demanded, and the bill before yonr snhcommittee
providing for the transfer of the management of the Indian Bureau fmm the Iuterior
to the War Department seems to be the only expedient that presents itself.
We have a corps of officers, both staff antlline, far exceeding the necessities of our
little Army. Tbese officers have, in the ma.in, been educated at West Point, where
they have acquired not only the capaci~y to command, but also the still more useful
capacity to oLey. It is also well known that these highly-educated gentlemen, with rare
exct-ptious, are peculiarly free from the corrnpting influences of the desire to become
suddenly rich by dishonest means. Hence, it is natural to suppose that Army officers
would be best fitted for the control, management, and disbursement of the Indian •
bount1es. The military departments, through which the Indians roam at large, and.
the reservations upon which they are located, are now commanded, and are likel,y to
be hereafter commanded, by men of unexceptionable military character and ability,
and through intercourse with gentlemen familiar with the subject, I am informed that
the expenses of the eutire Indian Department, if placed under Army control au<l management, would not exceed the present cost of the military operations alone, and that
if the proposed transfer should Le effected, the vast sums of money now distributed
among contractors and agents would be saved. This curious coudition of affairs
arises from tlle fact that the civilian agents are totally incapable of judging of the
military movements uecessary to keep the Indians under subjection, ami, hence,
demand that expeditious shall be sent out to points where the operations in the field
are ineffective, thus through their blunders causing a useless expenuiture of men,
horses, and money.
The Indian is well aware that a military force is always ready for action and prepared to move promptly on any required point., and hence, he understands the necessity
of obedience and of restraining his natural propensities.
Another guarantee for honesty and efficiency in the distribution, by Army officers,
of food and raiment among the Indians, would be the swift and certain punishment of
any defalcations by courts-martial.
I am well aware that the morbid, sentimental humanitarians of the land are raising,
and will raise, a hue and cry against the transfer of the Indians to the care of the Army,
on the ground that debauchery and demoralization will be in trounced among them by
the soldiers; but this argument is hardly worthy of the consideration of grave legislators or of sensiLle men.
It is a strange phenomenon in nature, that while the conscientious scruples of the
savage against murder, rapine, and theft are very weak, his sense of injm·y is very
acute when be thinks that the white man or the Indian agent has cheated him out of
that which the Government has appropriated for his benefit. Bnt the proper way to
deal with uncivilized man is to be exceedingly exact in fulfilling what.ever promises
may be made to him, and to be very swift in punishing his delinquencies.
The transfer of the care of the Indians to the Army officers is the only remedy left
for us; at least, let us give it a trial, and if this expedient fails, what ot.her alternative
have we except patiently to await the extinction of the red man~
Not having time or health to elaborate this subject, I beg leave to submit these
crude rElmarks.
Very respectfully, &c.,
WM. H. PIPER.
Hon. WM . .A.. J. SPAnKs,
Chainnan Subcommittee on Indian Affai1·s.

Letter from Hon. W. W. Wilshi1·e.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., Febnw1·y 28, 1876.
RESPECTED SIR: Agreeably to your verbal request to furnish you in writing my views
on the subject of the transfer of the management of Indian affairs from t~e J?epartment of Interior to t,he War Department, I llave to say that I am not uow mclwed to
favor that transfer, for tue following reasons:
First. I am unalterably opposed on principle to placing in the hands of tbe military
department of tlle Government any civ~l powe! .. The mi_li_tar~ arm of t~e.Gove_rn
ment was ouly inteudeu to support and atd the mv1l authontws 111 the adm1mstratwn
of civil affairs, and not to take its place. :E'or one I have had some experience in the
Sout.heru States, wllere civil process was exercised by the military authorities of the
Government, and tba.t experience did not make a favorable impression on my mind.
Second. I believe in some civilizing policy in the management of the Indians. I do
not believe that any policy of civilization or Christianizing the Indians can be snccessfully carried out if the management of Indian affairs is transferred to the tender
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mercies of the military department of the Government. Besides, from all the informat.iou I have been able thus far to obtain from those hitherto intimately connected
with the mauagemeut of Indians in pa't years, I am qnite sat.isfied that the proposed
transfer would not only demoralize the Indians, bnt the solcti ... rs of the Army also. I
do not wish to be understood as detracti~ from the reputation hitherto enjoyed by
the officers of the.Army for honesty, virtue, and capabilit.y, but all who know anything
abont the Army in times of peace, know perfectly well ·the character and class of the
common soldier,v, and that their immediate as::~ociation with the Iudian8 on the frontier, which would of necessity be the case if the proposed transfer be made, conld have
• but one effect, namely, the demoralizatiOn of both the Indians and the soldiers.
Third. If it is tbe policy of the Government to try and civilize the Indians, and tbe
plan for that purpose heretofore adopted aud carriPCl out throngh the Tudian Bureau
as a part of the Interior Department, if found imperfect or too clumsy and expensive,
theu create a separate ~tnd distinct department, with the powers necessary to properly
manH,I.!e the affairs of the Indians, aud carry out a coerect policy of civilization and.
Christianization of the Indians, and thereby sooner place them in a couditiou to become
self-sustaining and finally absorbed, as has been the ease iu some of the States.
But if it be the policy of the Government to auandon all bope of ever civilizing and
utilizing the now wild Indians and to remit them to savage barbarity, then I tbiuk it
would IJe eminently proper to turn the management of t·heir affairs over to the War
Department.
I do not tbink the latter to be the policy of the Government, certainly not the true
polic.v. Thetefore, I am most decidedl.v in favor of the estal>lishment of au independent department for the management of all the affairs of the Indians, govemed by
such l:Lws as will secure thu desired end, and secure t.he most rigid economy and faithful performance of dnty by its officers.
I have the honor to be, sir, respectfully, &c.,
W. W. WILSHIRE.
Ron. W. A. J . SPAnKs,
Chairman of Subcommittee to inqui1·e into the propriety of tmns.fe1-ring
the management of Indian affairs .from the l1tterior to the War Department.

View8 of Hon. Willia·rn Welsh, of Philadelphia, in 1·egard to the t1·ansfer of the Indian Bzt1'eazt
f?·ont the Interior to the Tl'ar Depm·tment.

Mr. SPAHKS.

·wAsHINGTON, Februm·y 26,1876.
Please state your knowledge of, or connection with, the Indian tribes of

the country.
Mr. WI~LSII. I was tbe :first chairman of the Peace Commission, and I am now chairman of the commit.tee, appointed by the general cotwention of the Episcopal Chnrch,
charged with the oversight of the Iucliaus and their civilization, of which Senator
Steveuson, Judge Chaffee and others are members. That committee bad a meeting
not long ago, aud they were unanimously of opinion that there ought to be a separate
Bureau, and only through a separate Bureau that would have a permanent character
we could ever expect the civilization of our Indians. There has been a very great
hnprovement during the present administration in the agents and in the civilizing
influences exerted over the Indians by the agents. But the changes in the Interior
Department and the political influences in that Department interfere with any permaneut policy, and do not give promise of snch a result as we think conld be had if
we coulr1 have a separate Bureau, with an intelligent person at the bead of it and freed
from political influences, so t.hat there could be some permanency. Individually I see
some advantages in economy and in other respects in the trau:sfer to the War Department., Lnt I do not see bow t.he civilizing itJfinences can he made as effective as they
are now when agents are appointed with the sole purpose of promoting the civilization
of the Inclians, teaching them handicraft, horticulture, stock-raising, and having that
solely in view. The economy does not seem to me to be so important as the civilization of the Indian. If, therefore, by the transfer we increase economy and decrease
the civilizing influences, I do not think there would be such a gain as t.he people of
this country would desire or ought to desire. These are the results of my own individua.l experience, from observation which has been contintd to seven reservations~ :five
of them uucler the care uf the Episcopal Clmrch and two under the care of the Society
of Friends.
Mr. SPARKS. I understand from this that your opinion is that there won1d be economy in the manageiUent of the Indian Bureau if pnt under the charge of the War
Deparrment; but in your opiuion it would not subserve the purpose of civilizing the
Indian as well aR under the present system.
Mr. WELSH. I am unable to see how we can bring the civilizing influences to bear
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then as well as now. Now we have sole control of the appointments of agents and
their removal, if they misbehave, and they are selected with that view and nothing else;
but we would have no control over the agents in the appointment of an Army officel',
who enters the Army not for this purpost;k but that he may become a soldier and be
promoted, and to perform all the liUle dm;ails of an Indian agent's duties would be
very irksome, and a thing be didn't enter the Army for.
Mr. SPAHKS. Do you think the Indian agents, as now selected hy these religious organizations, are superior to the selections that would be made by the War Department,
if it were nuder their control~
Mr. WELSH. For the purpose of education and civilization I think it would be. I
think it is better now, for those two pnrposes, because that is t,lte sole purpose. The
Army officer would be selected for other pn rposes than that. We w ' uld have no control over them, and all the employes of the agency are now under the sole control an1l
appointment of the agent, and that agent being nominated b.v a religions body, if he
is a dissolute mau, he is instantly removed whenever that body desires it.
Mr. SPAHKS. Do the agents as now appointed do the teaching and that kind of thing
themselves?
Mr. WELSH. No, sir; they merely oversee and direct it. They induce the Indians to
have their children go as apprentices. They watch over those who are selected as farmers
and endeavor to encourage the Indian to learn to plow and care for their catUe, and they
encourage t.he schools, but the schools are generally under the care of the missionary.
Then one difficulty is that we select, in our various religious bodie;,;, those to act as agents
who have the same church membership, or at least are desirous of promoting the special religions body that they are connected with. In the case of a military officer being
selected, be might have very different faith. He might be a very dissolute man, he
might be a very irreverent man, and yet a very good officer. We would have no control under such circumstances at all.
Mr. BoONE. Would you think that the character; of the agent selected under the present system, takiug all the qualities together, is superior to au Army officer as a Christian gentleman~
Mr. WELSH. We try to select a Christian, and select men who will co-operate with
all the religions and moral iuflnences of th e agent. Ia the case of an Army officer we
would have no control over the minor appointments.
Mr. BoONE. Are the agents as selected superior morally and intellectually to an Army
officer?
Mr. WELSH. Intellectually inferior.
Mr. BOONE. Well, morally~
Mr. WELSH. So far as the religions body that I represent in part goes, I think that
the agent would be morally superior as now selected.
Mr. BooNE. Is it good policy that. these reserYations or these agents should be parceled out to particular religious organizations f Would it not be well to let all religious
bodies exercise their influences on the Indians wherever they please~
Mr. WELSH. I think the present policy is the best we can devi~e. No agent has the
right to exclude any religious body from exereising their missionary operations on
. his reservation. They dissuade others ft'llm CIJming if he thinks the multiplication of
t.hem will be injurious. On three of tlle reservations in which we operate other religious bodies are at work as well as ours, and they are all equally favored by the agent,
though it might not be promotive of the highest good, but inasmuch as there are more
Indians than the religious bodies of this country are wiiling to undertake the care of,
t,here seems to be an advantage in the system as at pr.esenG aflopted.
Mr. BOONE. Is not the prautical effect of the present syst~m to excltrde otllers than
those religions organizations that have charge of the reservation~
Mr. WELSH. I have mentioned that in tllree reservatious it is not so.

Testimony of Anson Da1't.

WASHINGTON, February 21, 1876.
ANSON DA1~T appeared before the committee, and, being examined, made the following statement:
By Mr. SPARKS:
Question. State to the committee your lmowlerlge of the Indian tribes of our country.
Answer. I ha.d traveled among the Indians prior to my going to Oregon in 1850. I
bad traveled with Mr. Catlin some five years. We visited nearly all the Indian tribes,
I t.hink, from Mexi.co to the Red River of the North during that time; and my request,
when I was appointed superintendent, in regard t.o having the military remoYed from
Oregon, was based entirely upon the knowledge t.ha.t I had ohtained on those traYels
with Mr. Catlin. I had never ·been to Oregon, and of course knew nothing about the
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military there; bnt I rerJuested that they all be removed before I would consent to
take the office of superintendent, and, as I say, that request was based. upon what I had
seen in my travels among- the tribes that I bad visited.
Question. Please give your opinion as to the propriety or impropriety of transferring
the control and management of Indian affairs from the Interior to the War Department, and your reasons therefor~
Answer. Well, sir, my opinion is that tbe transfer ought not to he made. Not that
the Interior Department is managing in every respect as they ought to, but my experience leads me to believe that the expenses connected wit.h the management of Indians won ld be very m ncb enhanced if turned over to the War Department. There is
great inuiscretion on the part of the Army in regard to the management of the Indians,
or has been. The wars in Oregon in 1854 and 1855 were brought about entirely by the
indiscretion of the Army-entirely so; and if you had time to listen to me, I could tell
you the reasons, and yon would be sathdiecl that my statement is correct. I think
those wars cost some eight or more million dollars. Yon observe-perhaps yon already
know the fact-that, prior to 1850, for seventeen years the IndianA were under the control of the Army, and if you will take the trouble to look at Mr. Ta~·lor's report of that
matter, he will show you the enormous cost of the indiscretion of the Army in the
management of the Indians. I was first brought to the views t.bat I. have now in
regard to the merits of the question by noticing t.he great number of. half-breeds snrrounding the military reservations. · The number is astonishing. It would astonish
any man to go into the country around the reservations and see the gn•at number of
half-breed children of all ages.
•
Question. Is there anything else you would wish to state?
Answer. If I had time, I should like to show conclusively why tlle war!:! of 1854 and
1855 were brought about by the indiscretion of the Army.
By Mr. MoRGAN:
Question. You say that those wars were brought about by the indiscretion of the
Army; at that time, were Indian affairs under the charge of the Department of tile
Interior or of the Department of War~
Answer. The Department of the Interior entirely. I was the first snperinten«'lent
sent out on the Pacific coast. There were then six military posts in Oregon. They
were ttll removed at my request. I would not consent to go until that order was given ;
and you will see from the report there that during the three years that I had charge
in Oregon, the Government was not called upon to pay one dollar for any Indian disturbance in all that country. I had under my charge not only what is now Oregon.
but Washington Territory, about half of Montana, and the whole of Idaho. I visited
all that country. There was a tribe on the coast that was entirely killed off by order
of General Hitchcock. I was well aware when I left that that would be the result;
but it was wrong, and ought not to have taken place. I think there were more than
200 Indians in the tribe, and they were all killed. That was the beginning of the wars
in Oregon.
Mr. MORGAN. Then the wars in 1834 were owing to the want of discipline and the
imprudence of the Army, and not to the fact that the War Department and not tlle
Department of the Interior had charge of the Indians?
Answer. Well, sir, immediately after I left, the Army returned to Oregon, and on
that return troubles commenced immediately.
Mr. MoRGAN. Please an!:lwer the question.
Answer. The Army was not in charge duribg my stay in Or~gon.
Question. Then the war was not owing to the fact of one Department or the other
having charge of Inuiap. affairs, but it was owing to facts entirely distinc~ and separate from tha.t ~
Answer. Well, sir, I suppose the charge of the Indians returned, immediately after I
left, to the War Department. I suppose so, because the troops were ordered back immediately after !left. It was stated that that peaceful state of things that existed in
Oregon dnring those three years brought no money into Oregon, aud that Dart must
be removed and the Army must come back again. A circumstance occurred on the
Coquille River, on the coast, that was uncalled for; although circumstances may, at
the time, seemingly have justified General Hitchcock in sending up his men from San
Francisco and ordering them to kill those Indians. The Indians were killed. Th·w·
ought not to have beeu. They were innocent. I know all the facts about it.

Views of

Willian~

Yanderer in regm·d to the p1·oposed t?·ansfer of the Indian Bureau from
the Interior to the War Department.
'

WASHINGTON, D. C., Februm·y 19, 1876.
Mr. SPARKS. What is yonr position~
Mr. VANDEVER. I am one of the Indian inspectors, and have been serving in that
capacity since July. 1H73.

H. Hep. 240--3
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Mr. SPARKS. Please state to 'the committee your knowledge of, or connection with,
the Indian tribes of our country.
Mr. VANDEVER. My opportunities of observation since I have been inspector can be
inferred from the field tllat I have gone over, and by reference to this map I can point
it out. My first field of duty was in New Mexico. I visited all the agencies there in
1873, and passed from there into Arizona, visiting all tlle agencies and reservations in
that State, including the Apaches and Arapahoes. and from there I passed into California, but I bad no official duty in that State. From San Francisco I came here. I
·t llen was sent to the Pacific coast. I went to California, and then to Oregon, and visited all the agencies and reservations there and in Washington Territory, and also in
Idaho. I then came back ancl visited the Round Valley and Hoopa Indians. I subsequently visited all the Mission Indians in t'outbern California. Since that time I have
been np the Missouri, on the great Sioux reservation, and went up as far as Bismarck
from Yankton: and visited all the agencies en route. My observations corroborate to
a very ~;onsiderable extent what bas been stated Lefore this committee by Major Powell, with regard to these Indians and their desire for lands and their disposition to work.
I found among these wild Sioux on tlle J\Vssouri, that I visited last fall, a very great
complaint because they did not have land enough to work upon. Even the Arapahoes,
a powerful tribe in Arizona, wllo were at war with us in 1866, when we took from them
t,beir orchards, flocks, &c., have gone back quietly, and are living peaceably, sustaining
themselves by raising sheep and cultivating the soil. They receive no regt1lar anuujties from the Government or regular supplies, and the agent instructs them and supplies school-teachers for them. In addition to the universal want experienced among
the Indians for land, my observation leads me to conclude that they also want law and
order. There is no law in the Indian Territory. The condition of things we fi 1d out
there is, that if a deprec1ation of any kind iA committed upon an Indian by a white man,
be is never punished; be is never interfered with, and notlliug is said about it. If an
Indian commits a depredation against a white man, and the military are anywhere at
band, they go for the Indian, alld the Indian, with his simple logic, says, "If you can
punish us for our evil deeds, why don't you arrest and punish white men for their
offenses against us~" That is a prett,y bard question to answer, and yet the fact is,
as every one has obFerved who has been on the frontier, that pretty much all the
Indian wars that we have bad can be traced back to the acts of white men. They
apply for redress and do not get it, and they ilo exactly what civilized white
nations do-take revenge in their own bands. They look upon soldiers in their
section of the country as a sort of standing menace. They regard the soldier just as we
do, as a retaliatory arm of the Government, and wbeu they clo wrong the soldiers get
after them. They always profess a desire to do right, and to live in peace. They all
profess to have great respect for the Government, and for the Great Father at Washington. They say, as these Sioux s:1y, Red Cloud ancl Spotted Tail." You put us upon
reservations here, and,.even if we desire to work, we have no land that is susceptible of
cult1vation, and we cannot make our living on the land yon have assigned tons. If
you give us foocl we will be quiet, but if yon do not give us food we are reduced to
starvation or plunder." On the Missouri RiYer t,here is considerable tillable land suscep ible of cuHivation, and I have observed that at most of these reservations that I
go to they are generally inhospitable and barren, snch as no white man could make a
livit ·g from, and wherever Indians have a reservation that ig fit for white men to live
on it is settled on by white men, as, for instance, the Round Valley, which is a fine,
rich valley, conRisting of some 25,000 acres of the finest land in the United States. They
have succeeded in getting 20,000 acres from the Indians, and there is a desperate effort
being made on t,he part of the set,tlers io get the other 5,000 acres. Trespassers are now
ou the reservation, and if you take that from the Indians there is probably not another
spot in the whole of California where they can be placed and make ali ving. They will
be driven out and become beggars and vagabonds, just, as the other Indians are, as bas
been described by Major Powell. Now, in regard to my opinion, I can only state what
I have observed, and leave the inferences to be drawn by your.committee. My observation in regard to the effects and influences of soldiers over ·the Indians satisfies me
that it produces no good to have them stati011ed near the Indians. It is a damage to
them, and tends continually to unflo what would be accomplished by instruction and
mprovement. The class of men who belong to the rank of theArmy is not very good.
They debauch the women, and demoralize them generally.
Mr. SPAHKS. Does not that exist under the present management-debauchery to a
considerable extent~
Mr. VANDEVER. You generally find it in the neighborhood oflarge batches of soldiers.
Mr. SPARKS. The reasons you have stated are ad~·erse to making this change from
one Department to another, are they not, ~
Mr. VANDEVER. I think under the existing system that the Indians are great.ly improved; that they are going ahead, and being led to habits of thrift and indu~>tr.1, and
it reqnires teachers of a d1tterent kind from tho~e t,bat. constitute officers of the Army.
The officers are very ·e:s:ce H( n" gentlemen, and men of higb character, and all that ~ort
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of thing; but they would not be disposed to treat the Indians with that kindness and
leniency that is required. Their main object would be to conserve the peace rather
than improve the condition of the Indian, and I think now the next step to be taken
to improve the condition of the Indian is to give him law and peace. No doubt if you
take an Army officer as an agent, and dispense with those you now have, you will save
the salary of the Army officer, but I think the work of advancement and improvement
of the Indians would stop exactly at that point and begin to retrograde. I know the
Army officers have a very thorough system of accounts, and are very rigid in conforming to that system. Whether they would apply it to Indian affairs I do not know,
Mr. SEELYE. Does a military officer not connected with the Commissary or Quartermaster's Department have any proficiency in keeping accounts~
Mr. VANDEVER. The military officers do not generally keep the accounts at all. They
detail from the ranks a soldier who acts as oommissary or quartermaster sergeant, and
he prepares all the accounts, keeps the books, &c., and the officer merely signs his
name to them and exercises a very general supervision over them. These qn:trtermasters and commissaries always have a pretty extensive corps of clerical help. An
Indian agent does an amount of work that would appal an Army officer.
The CHAIRMAN. Do the agents teach school now~
Mr. VAN DEVER. In some instances they do. Generally there is a school-fund and
teachers are employed .

. Views of Edward C. Kimball in regm·d to the proposr,d t1·ansfer of the Indian Bureau from
the Interior to the /Var Departrnent.

·WASHINGTON, D. C., February 19, 1876.
Mr. SP"\RKS. Please state your knowledge of or connection with the Indian tribes
of our country.
Mr. KIMBALL. I have had a knowledge of the Indians since 1846. I was with Fremont in California during t,he beginning of that year, and settled there and remained
there until the war of the rebellion. I staid through that war, and was stationed at
one time ·on the frontier of Dakota, where I became acquainted somewhat with the
habits of the Sioux Indians, and since 1872 I have been out on the frontier in every
department except on the Upper Mil:;souri, the extreme northern limits of our Territories, either as a special commissioner or as an inspector of Indian affairs, traveling
most of the time six to nine months of the year out in those Territories. My knowledge of the Indians comes from these opport.unitics which I had as commisRioner and
inspect,or, and as a military officer, extending back to the time I have mentioned. I
am now an inspector.
Mr. SPARKS. Please give your opinion as to tb~ propriety or impropriety of transferring the control and management of Indian affairs from the Interior to the War Department, and your reasons for such opinion.
Mr. KIMB,\LL. I think that General Sherman, in the views he expressed in his report,
which was also signed by Generals Terry, Augur, and Harney, that if we want war with
those Indhtns we bad better turn them over to the War Department; if we want peace,
we had better retain them under the control of the civil autlwrities. M.v memory runs
back to t,he efforts that have been made by the Army to obtain control of these
IndianR. I think the experiment has been twice macle and twice failed, to control
these Indians by military officers acting as agents. I do not think military officers
make good sclwol-teachers, and as 1 understand the present policy of the Governu1ent,
it is to teach t.hese Indians civilization. I do not think the habits, edue<Lt,ion, or the
social cbantcteristics of Army officers qualify tl:wm for the duties of an Indian agent,
and no matter bow many fanners, or school-teachers, or mechanics yon place under the
agent, the Indian will look up through all of t!Jem to the Army officer, whom heregarcls as Lis father. If he drinks w!Jisky, or swears, or goes with their women, h':l will
turn to t!Je school-teacher and tell him that he had better teach the f<ttber before he
teaches them. I think, and my experience justifies me in sa,Yiug, that tile efforts of
the last six years of the prese11t administratiOn have met everywhere with success in
punming this poliey of peace. There Lave been some disastrous failnres, and l say so
with regret, and no man has been rnme unsparing or merciless towards t,heso civil
agents tban I have been as inspector. There have been some very had fcLilnres in tb.e
appointlllent of agents, and I think I Lave endeavored to weed ont tl10se that were
worthle~s and bad.
I tbiuk that if the present sy:stem is continue:! ao~td the Department shows a determination to put away every lm<l agent, aud to hol1l them all to a
strict acconutaiJility, that in Yiew of the great progress made in the past four or five
years we will have not!Jing to regret iu putting the managemeut of the Indians into
the bauds of the civilians. On the contrary, sotue of t!Je \>Yorst rt-1cords tlmt !Jave been
made in the past were made at those po:sts governed by our officers. I rememiJer at
the Perce agency a very bacl record was made there Ly the Anuy offieer before tllis
P"'H.:e-voJicy was inangnratt>d, aml also at the Siletz a~ency, in Oregon. Au Army
officer getting out of patience with the strife:s aud contentions iucidc!utal to
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the little band of Indians round there, issued guns to them and told them to go out
and fight their quarrels among themselves. I have some faults to find with the present
system, but I do not know that I arr1 called upon to speak of those. I thin)>:, Mr.
Chairman, that is about as complete nn answer to your question as I can give.
Mr. VAN Vomms. Do you think that any of the tribes would be benefited, taking
all the circumstances together, by the transfer of their management from the civil to
the military authorities?
Mr. KIMBALL. I think there would be a sort of military necessity for taking charge
of the Sionx; and before I visited Arizona I thought the Apaches might come under
the same necessity; hnt I think the military should no longer have control of the
Indians of Arizoua. Bnt for the sake of being correct., I will say the Indians at the
agency of Arizona, and the northern Sitmx, under Sitting Bull, might, as a military
neces~Sit:y, be managed by the military, and perhaps it would be well if it were done.
Mr. SEELYE. Do you rPcollect the year tue occurrenct>s at the Siletz agency occnrred?
Mr. KIMBALL. I think it was the last year in which the military bad charge of those
agencies, somewhere in 1864. I will state one other thing as a reason why I think it
would be injudicious to make the transfer; and that is, that I have yet to :find any
tribe or band of Iudians who wish to have military persons placed over them. Of
course those -who are hostile, or who are called hostile, do not wish it; bnt those who are
disposed to peace themselves, who wish to have the wives and young men and children grow up and hold the lands the.r are on now, are bitterly oppol'led to military governmeut. I think that is illustrated in the case of the Indians at San Carlos, Arizona.
There the effort has been made within the last two years to control them by the military. The two systems have been tried, both the military system and the peace policy,
and the Indians have shown their preference for the peace policy by corning down to
San Carlos, where a very excellent agent has control, against the solicitat,ion of the
military commander and against the efforts that have been made to keep the Indians
at the military post. They have deserted the post and gone down to the agent. It is
true the provisions were taken down to San Carlos; and that will always, as Major
Powell has state(t, attract the Indians; but there were, also, very strong inducements
made to keep them at the fort. Some forty scouts were enlisted among the Indians. I
talked with the chiefs at San Carlos, aud I found them most unanimously in favor of
the policy prevailing at San Carlos, and willing to do au,ything in order that they might
have peace with our people. Recently, an Iudjan chief at San Carlos, havinlo{ a bad
heart, as those Indians ~ometimes llave, came into the post and pointed a pistol at the
chief clerk. Another Indian, who attempted to take the pistol from him, was shot, and
he ran ont on the placedo and commeuced an indiscriminate fiFing; but in les13 t.han
five minutes from the time he :fired his first shot, the Indian gnaru, composed of wild
Indians, oue of whom was his brother, tired a volley at him, and be was kill~d dead.
This brother came out and said, "I have killed my own brother; but you tol<l me to
shoot and I did it." I think they can be trusted to keep order on the reservation if
they are given to understaud tllat they are trusted.
Mr. SEELYE. In a pecuniary or financial point of view, what -would be the effect of
the chan rre j~
Mr. KI~1BALL. I think it is true that $1,500 will not get a man of sufficient business
capacity to manage those Indian agencies, as a rule, aud I tbiuk that in the matter of
education there can be no doubt that the Army officers will have the advantage over
the civilians that would be obtained; but I do not think that the :financial question is
a very serious one, and it is becoming less serious every year. There are not more than
a dozen agencies where a book-keeper is required to manage the accounts, and every
year the necessity for clerical help at the agency is decreased. -i\.nd I will state, with
such reasons as my experience as an inspector justifies me in saying, that you cannot
treat these Indians as negroes or slaves. They will not stand it. If you want to civilize them you must treat them as eqnals, as men. I could say a great deal on thatsnbject, because my experience for a number of years among the Indian tribes has been
very great. You cannot treat them as you would a common soldier, and I think the
tendency, habits, and education of Army officers will place them at a distance from the
Indians-place them above the Indian, so that he cannot get to him as he could to a
man who bas a fellow-feeling for hiru; and I would say tllat Christian civilization is
the only tlling that can civilize the Indians, and that is the only thing that. will do it.
The kind of civilization which you find on the frontier, which consists of all the worst
elements of civilization, is not what is wanted.

Statement of John B. Wolff.
Mr. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE COMMITTEE: I have carefully examined the
report. of the Board of Indian Commissioners, 1~74, and find it composed largely of
answers to qnest10ns related directly to the solution of the Indian problem.
There is some diversity of opinion, resulting from mental constitution, educational
bias, and environment. The following summary will show the general drift, and lead
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to definite conclusions: One says, "money demoralizes;" another, "money stimulates
activity." Mingling among whites is good-they imitate. It is bad-they learn vices
and virtues. It has no influence either way. Make them citizens-it alone will save
them. It destroys them-they will sell their lands and squander the money. Indians
take Government lands, improve, hold, and do not squander. The influence of military is bad. Th-:~ War Department alone is competent to manage Indians. These
opinions are local and incidental, and arise from the causes name1l. In the theories
and facts underlying the main points there is only a minor difference, and lead to one
conclusion.
SPECIAL FACTS.

1. Some reservations too large; some, too small; some, no tillable land at all.
2. Some small tribes all work, others only a part; the great majority willing; many
very handy, employed in all sorts of industries at fair wages and give satisfaction tq
employer~. (Agents offered to build Kansas Pacific Road with Indian labor in 1868.)
3. Some tribes have always been S('lf-supporting, as the Pima and the Maricopas,
Arizona. They are 4,000 in nnmber; 64,000 acres, only 8,000 tillable, which compels
one-third to subsist elsewhere than on the reservation. Some smaller tribes are selfsupporting, and one, New York, live on their income. The Flandreaus, (350,) Dakota,
have entered Government land and are prosperous.
4. Some have never worked, and are still disinclined, bnt only a few of this class.
Some have never been tried.
5. The complaint of lack of tools is general and loud; also, o~lter means of culture. The Blackfeet, with a revenue of $150,000, have not tools enough for ten men.
6. They are stimulated by hope of reward, and work hard for low wages; dig postholes wit.h a knifA and tin cup, at 3 cents per bole.
7. Indians pay debts, even when defrauded in drunkenness. \Vhites get them drunk
and then buy their blankets for a bottle of whisky; the blankets worth $:>0 and $100.
\Vhen sober they protest, but assent to the trade.
8. The Senecas maintain order voluntarily. Yakamas, Washington Territory, (3,500,)
l1ave laws and execute them faithfully; no murders; chief crimes, stealing horses and.
women; white men give them whisky and then steal women aud horses. The agent
has no fear. They kept an unratified treaty ten years. The white men are their greatest trouble; soldit>rs are one hundred and fifty miles off.
9. Michigan, Tennessee, and Georgia have made them citizens, and the State of North
Carolina is following suit.
10. Some agents are uad, and the board finds great trouble in getting the right men.
11. The testimony is almost m1animous t.hat the military influence is demoralizing.
Drunkenness, gamLling, prostitution, venereal, and small-pox are the inevitable accompaniments. In only a few cases are the soldiers deemed necessary and useful, and
there is no donbt that proper treatment wou1cl dispense with them in the most of these
instances. The opinion is universal that the soldiers and Indians should not commingle.
12. Indian police have been eminently successful, and in most places all that is
needed.
13. Some trouble between Catholics and Protestants-some between Protestants.
This is a serious point in the work of solving the problem, and more serions th~tn appears on the face of the report. It complicates the work, and one member of the uoard
thinks no sectarianism should be taught by the State, only sonnd morality.
14. Inclians offset charges of theft and murder by counter-charges, and sustain them.
15. Frauds have greatly dimiuished, and the Indians are better served.

Re.serrations.
1. Generally recommended. Small tribes should be consolidated, or collected under
one agent. The Wicbita agency, InJian Territory, is composed of fragments, from fifty
to three hundred and :fifty-one thousand eight hnndred in all-peaceable and prosperous. Tile same policy is recommended tor Indians on the Pacific coast, and must be
adopted for economy as well as necessity of management.
2. The five tribes, Indian Territory, are examples of what can be done in this way.
3. Tile Pawnees have petitioned to be traubferred to the Inclian Territory, and are
preparing to go. The Otoes are also desirous. Both Red Cloud and a prominent Ute
chief are very desirous of visiting the Indian Territor~T·

Repol"t of 1875 on que8tions TelatinJ to the tran8fer t 'J the WaY Depa-rtment.
In favor of Indian police. _____ -----··-----·---------·--------------------------- 34
In favor of Indian policP, armed .. ___ ... ___ .... __ .. __ .... _... _. _... _. _- .. ---- ... - 15
No necessity for any police _____ _ ·----· .... -----------··-----·----· ......••.. ---· 6
Don btfnl. __ - _.. ___ ..... _... ___ ..... _.... _....... __ ... _.. _.... _ . ___ ....... ____ . . 3
Against arrning. ___ ·--· ·---····-·--- ·----- ·----· .... ·-~- .... ·----- ·----- -----· .. ~
Iu favor of military police .... ···-···-----·----··----· .... ·----------··----·---- 2
Out of eighty ;1gents these answer; total. ___ ........ ···--··----· ....... ...

6;~
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All the agents, with one or two exception!:!, are willing to take the responsibility of
dispensing with the military, and deem their presence a calamity. This view is endorsed by Ex-Governor Arny, New Mexico, after a large experience on the border in
contact with military and Indians; by Dr. Dart, who demanded the removal of the
soldiers and managed 25,000 Indians three years, at an annual cost of $'24,000. (See
Taylor's report, 186~.) It is also indorsed by John B. Wolff after twenty years of contact with the facts and eight years' subsequent careful study of all the interests involved,
and in view of a practical solution of the whole question. (See bill before Congress,
and tract, "Thorough Digest.")
Relative position of posts and agencies.
Northern Superintendency: eight reservations; no troops.
Pottawatomies and Kickapoos: none; not needed.
Spotted Tail agency, (Fort Howard:) three-fourths mile away. Five companies
called once, for whites; designed for hostile Indians.
Santee, Nebr.: none; not needed.
Indian Territory: (Quapaw,) none; not needed; Wichita, 35 miles away; Sacs and
Foxes, 100 miles away.
Blackfeet, (Fort Shaw,) 35 miles away. Eight hundred soldiers; routine dnty.
Fort Peck agency, 35 miles away. Six companies; routine duty.
Fort Hall agency. One company. Fifteen miles off.
New York »geneies, (8.) No troops.
Keeshina, Wis., (3.) No troops.
Chippewa, White Earth River, Minnesota, 80 miles off.
Reed Lake, Minnesota, 150 miles off.
Leech Lake, 90 miles off.
Yankton, Dak., (over river,) 15 miles up; not needed; a blessing to remove them.
Arickaree, (3 reservations,) 17 miles off; eause trouble; not needed.
Southeast Nevada Indian agency, 150 to 250 miles off.
Pyramid Lake, Nev.: not needed; 200 miles off.
Los Pinos, Col.: possibly needed; 100 miles off.
Porterville, Cal.: none.
Round Valley, Cal.: none.
Tierra Amasilla, N. Mex. : no use; 100 miles off.
Klamath, Oreg.: two companies on reservation; influence bad; uncontrollable by
officerl:l.
.
Kiowa and Comanche, Fort Sill and Fort GiLson : needed once in six years.
White River, Col. : no troops.
Cimarron, N.Mex., 52 miles off; troops and Mexicans both bad.
Uintah Valley, Cal., 200 miles off.
S'Kokomish, Wash. T., 80 miles off'; not needed; Indians peaceable.
Chippewas, Lake Snperior, Wisconsin: none; not needed.
Ponca Agency, Dak.: ten soldiers summer, and none in winter.
Red Cloud, 1-! miles off. Twenty-six soldiers attempted to quell a disturbance.
Indians bad to protect the soldiers.
Cheyenne River agency: Two companies needed for bad Indians.
Special agency, Fort Belknap, 95 miles off. Make Lelieve, to awe the Indians.
MtRsoula, Mont., Fort Hall, 15 miles off. Impassable mountains in winter. 30
Indian police, at one-twentiet.h the cost, would do twenty times the good.
Lemhi, Idaho, 200 miles off. Discharged soldier killed Indian for prvtecting his
daughter from being raped; not punished. Soldiers not needed.
Lapwai, Idaho, 3t miles away. Drunken, licentious.
Camp Apache, on reserve; should be 7 miles off.
Osages and Kaws, 175 miles off.
CheyennPs and Arapahoes, 1 company cavalry, 2 companies infantry; 2 miles off,
needed for bad Indiaus and bad whites.
Chiracahni, (Apache Pass,) 1 company 1 mile off; not needed.
San Carlos, 1 company one-half mile oft, 4 companies 60 miles off. Hinder the
agent. Military caused death of a number of whites; killed 65 Indians, men, women,
and children, and a great increase of prostitution.
Ojo Caliente, N.Mex., 11 soldiers guard their own grnb.
Mescalero, (Apaclle,) soldiers on reservation. Agent moved 7 miles away.
Pueblo, N.Mex., troops should he miles away, for show.
Alsea, Oreg., not needed ; 100 miles off.
Neapa Bay, 11 reservations, fraction of company, 90 miles off.
Quiuaielt, Wyo., needed once in six ;vears; 80 miles oft'.
Fort. Colville, WaRh. T., camp duty; 16 miles off.
Fort Yakabama, Wash. '1'., 140 miles oft'; 18 months' misrule, (military;) cost $40,000,
am1 a vast i11crea~t=~ of gambling, druukenness, and prostitution.
Wnrm Springs, Wa~:>ll. T., no troops; when there, officers and men alike bad.
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Suggestions.
1. All efforts should be vigorously directed to self-support and ultimate citizenship.

2. Lanos and stock in severalty, and lands inalienable until admitted to citizenship.
3. Annuities invested chiefly in permanent improvements and conditioned on labor.
4. No money compensation; all in things needed.
5. Remove the military (they are mostly removed by their remoteness) and make the
safety of employes depend on good behavior; the Indians will protect them. They are
willing; why not try ~
6. Expel all white men not actually employed from the reservations.
7. Put all employes under the same ordeal as agents.
8. Banish whisky and cards.
9. Teach English only in schools.
10. Avoid sectarian complications and conflicts. Allow only one creeLl on each
reservation.
11. Collect and mass fractions; when willing, settle permanently in Indian Territory.
12. Furnish tools and stock plentifully.

Indilin products and wealth.
Reservations: 164,000,000 acres; 5,000,000 acres tillable, 11,000,000 acres wood
27,000,000 acres grazing, 13,000,000 acres no value, 3!30,000 acres cultivated by Indians,
40,000 acres broken in 1875, 127,000 acres under fence, 608,tl34 rods fendng in 1875.
Wheat, bushels.--... . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • •
347, 586
Corn, bushels ........................................................... 2, 008,007
Oats, bushels...... .. . . • . . . . • • . .. . • . . .. • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • • . • • • • • . . . .
176, 000
Vegetables, bushels .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
445, 164
Total . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 2, 977, 435
Hay, tons .............................................................. .
163,638
Lumber, feet ........................................................... . 8,785,835
Wood cut, cords ........................................................ .
42,733
Furs sold ......•......................................••.•.•..•••....... $415,300
N u mher of India us ....•......•••.•••...•••••....•..••••.........••......
279,000
Civilized and self-supporting . ........................................... .
112,000
Uncivilized, partly self-supporting ...................................... .
167,000
Males employed ........................................................ .
4~,638
Females. (Not reported. More industrious than males.)
Mixed-bloods .......••..................••....••...• ~ ....•••..•.•• , •••.••
8,732

335,000
37 4,338
439,634
231,816

Stock ownecl.
horses ......•......•...•...•••.....•.....•......•••....•......... $3, 350, 000
cattle .........••. , . . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . .. . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 3, 7 43, 380
hogs . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
439, 634
sheep...... . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • . . .
462, 632
7,995,646

Proc nets

==========
of 1875, estimated at low prices .................... __ .... __ ...... tl, 177, 653
THE PROBLEM STATED.

Three hundred thousand Indians, scattered in small bands, and detached parcel
( over 300,000,000 acres) of lands to be made self-supporting and civilized, is the problem to be solved.

Cost of management.
8 regiments cavalry ................................................... $16,000,000
16 regimeuts infantry ..................... __ .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. • • .. 16, 000, 000
1Ci vil service ................••••.•••...••....•••..._. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32,000,000
5, 500, 000
37,500,000

Reports do not show amount paid agents and employes, which will add $500,000,
and losses of .citizens will make the cost in round numbers $40,000,000.
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There are, llll told, a1:out 5,000 hostile Indians. There are probably 1,000 of these
really bad. The balance, with proper treatment, will behave. and the Indians themselves can be employed to punish the 1,000. In the report of the Military
Committee, House of Representatives, May 25, 1868, on the application for aid to the
Kansas Pacific Railroad, indorsed by fifty-five railroad kings, State legislatures, boards
of trade, and Generals Sherman and Sheridan, it is alleged that the troops were in
number and cost as above; that fighting Indians with regular soldiers is a. farce;
that only the graves of SDldiers mark the plains, not a mound covers a dead Indian;
that the railroad is the only thing to subdue Indians; tllat it ought to be built to
reduce the military expenses; that the troops may be dispensed with if the road is
built, and that the troops generally cannot cope with Indian soldiers. Theoe confessions, especially from Sheridan and Sherman, tell tlle whole story.

Contmst.
By dispensing with 80 agents and substituting military officers there will
be saved ...••..•...•....•...•.•. ,......................................
$120, 000
By removing the military to the base of minimum cost of supplies, the expense can be reduced two-thirds, which equals, ( t•stimate not exact for
want of data) ...••. ·----- ............•... ---- ........ ---------- ...... 20,000,000

------

Balance in favor of non-transfer ..• ~ •..............•............... 19, 880, OQO
The agents declare they do not want the military, and they are almost unmibgated
evils.

In'vestigations demanded.
1. The military operations of General Crook in Arizona. It is charged that old
men, women, and children were slaughtered and left to rot on the ground, and without
any reasonable justification.
2. The Black-Kettle massacre, by General Custer, at Wichita, (facts with Colonel
Samuel Tappan, former peace commissioner.) Black Kettle was at Sheridan's camp,
received assurances of peace, and provisions; was followed by hired Indian scout,:s, and
they by Custer's army. At break of day, snow on the ground, Indians sleeping, Custer attacked on three sides, shooting all ages and sexes. He reported 100 killed.
There were about 30 killed, and about as many soluiers.
3. The Piegau massacre, Colonel Baker, commander. The attack made in winter;
thermometer 12° below zero. Small-pox bad in camp. Men, women, and children
killed; provisions and tents destroyed, and the survivors driven into the forests
without food or shelter.
·
4. The military interferences, San Carlos, and other reservations. See Report
Indian Commissioner, 1875, pages 215 to 218. Also statement of vV m. Arney, Board's
Report, 1S76.
5. The murder of five Osages by Kansas militia, and stealing their horses, ( 40 horses
besides colts.) See report Board Indian Commissioners, 1875, p. 89. Indians peaceable;
hunting; squaws along. No restitution and no punishment.
6. The Camp Jackson massacre.
These outrages have never been properly investigated. No reproof, no pnnisbment,
and no restitution; they are blots on our Christian civilization; they were perpetrated
by the military without authority and without necessity, and are fair S'amples of
military methods and management.
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submitted the following

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY:
The Committee on Indian .Affairs, to whom was referred sundry
House bills, providing for the transfer of the Office of Iudian ·Affairs
from the Interior to the War Department, having, after due consideration, determined, by a majority of its members, to recommend such
transfer, we, the undersigned, beg leave to submit an adverse recommendation, which we do as a minority report, giving the facts and
reasons governing us in arriving at such conclusion, alll1 ask that the
same be printed and considered by the House.
Indian Affairs were transferred from the "'\1\T ar Department to that of
th.e Interior by act of Congress of March 3, 1849, (Stat. at Large, vol.
9, p. 395, sec. 5.) The proposition to restore Indian management to the
War Department has often engaged the consideration of the Government
and especially of Congress, and various reports have been made upon the
subject, with the uniform conclusion that no change should be made. The
policy of Congress has been made to conform to the popular sentiment of
our connt1y, which has unmistakably demanded that Indian management shall be in the direction of peace and civilization. To secure this
end, it is indispensable that the men selected for Indian agents shall be
in hearty sympathy with the policy itself. The work at any agency
takes its chn.racter almost wholly from the agent. He controls the
course of affairs by his dealings with the Indians, and by the character
and occupatiou of his employes, and the manner, efficient or otherwise,
in which he supervises their labors. If he is intent upon the ci vilization. of his Indians, secures the right class of men for teachers, missionaries, farmers, mechanics, &c., and faithfully supervises their ~ork,
the results will be satisfactory and in the line of the general policy of
the Gov-ernment.
It may be said with truth that the Indian agent is the most essential
officer in the case, and a failure in the incumbent of this position is radical and beyond remeuy.
Now, it it evident that officers of the .Army, by training, education,
taste, and life-long habits, are unfitted to enter heartily into the work of
civilization by a personal interest in, and supervision of, the labors of
teachers, missionaries, farmers, and mechanics.
Upon this point we need no higher testimony than that of such military
men as Generals Sherman, Harney, Terry, and Augnr, who express the
conviction that not one in a thousand of the officers of the Army would like
to teach Indian children to read and write, or Indian men to sow and reap.
They sa,y with truth that these are emphatically civil and not military
occupations; and that the military arm of the Government is not the
most admirably adapted to instruct and educate Indians in the peaceful arts of civilization; and, furthermore, that the transfer of Indian
affairs to the management of the War Department is only to be thought
of in case it is the desire of the Government to have war wi·th the Indians.
They also express the conviction that Indian wars are wholly unnecessary, and, in the hope that the Government will agree with them, they say
that they cannot advise the proposed transfer from the civil to the miltary department. (See their report on page 26 et seq. of the report
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of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1868.) It will thus be seen
that these eminent military gentlemen heartily concur in the Indian policy initiated b,y Congress in its act of March 3, 1849. This policy re~eived a decided enforcement in the joint resolution and the results
thereof of March 3, 1865, (Stat. at Large, vol. 13, page 572,) which provides for the appointment of a joint committee of the Senate and Honse
~ of Representatives, ''to inquire into the present condition of the Inuian
tribes, and especially into the manner in which they are treated · by the
~ivil and military authorities; to examine fully into the conduct of Indian agents and superintendents, and also into the management of the
Bureau of Intlian Affairs in the Department of the Interior, and to report to the next session (}f Congress such legislation as may be necessary for the better administration of Indian affairs." The distinguished
gentlemen constituting this committee, of which Senator Doolittle was
chairman, made extensive visits to the various Indian tribes and agencies, and collected a very large amount of testimony bearing upon the
administration of Indian affairs, which is published in the volume containing their report, in 1867. They entered into a full examination .of
the question of transfer to the military department, and came to the
unanimous conclusion that no such transfer should be made.
In the further prosecution of the same general policy of peace and
dvilization, Congress passed the act of July 20, 1867, (Stat. at Large,
vol. 15, page 17,) entitled "An act to establish peace with certain hostile Indian tribes," and providing for the appointment of a commission
<>f civilians and officers of the Army, to inquire into the causes of the
war then in existence with certain Indian tribes, and to make such
treaty stipulations as might remove all just causes of complaint on the
part of the Indians, and establish peace and security along the lines of
the Pacific railroads, and 4 ' which would the most likely insure civilization for the Indians." The labors of this commission resulted in the
immediate and permanent suspension of hostilities, and in treaty arrangements under which, with little exception, peace has been maintained to the present timr.. As has been already stated, the,y came to
the decided conclusion that Indian affairs should remain in the Interior
Department.
Again, at the root of Army organization lies the principle of readiness
to move at any time to any place, as orders are received. Hence the
-enactment of the statute of July 5, 1838, (Stat. at Large, vol. v, page
260, sec. 31,) forbidding the employment of Army officers on the active
list in any way which would disconnect them from their commands or
''interfere with the performance of military duties proper." And when
President Grant, at the commencement of his administration, placed
retired officers in most of the Indian agencies, Congress at once passed the ·
act of January 21, 1870, (Stat. at I..~arge, vol. 16, page 6~,) prohibiting
the employment of Army officers in the retired list in any civil service
whatever. It is evident, therefore, that in the view of Oongress as interpreted by its enactments, the transfer of Indian affairs to the War
Department would not only be a departure from the policy of peace and
.civilization of the Indians, but would also be destructive to the effi·ciency of the Army itself, by contlicting with an important element in
military organization.
The transfer under consideration is sometimes urged on the score of
.economy. It would at least save the salarie~:? of the Indian agents,
.amounting to, possibly, $150,000 per annum; but it is difficult to see
bow any other expenses would be diminished. The employe force at the
different agencies, the supplies of food and clothing, the transportation,
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and all the appropriations required by treaty stipulations, must remain
just as they now are, and it is a well-known fact that military supplies
are almost always of a superior grade to those purchased for Indians,
and of course are purchased at higher rates. In solving the problem of
making a given sum support life, and afford warmth and protection to
the largest number, and for the longest time, the methods of the Army
would be less economical, and the difference would probably exceed the
amount saYed in salaries.
The essential points, in feeding and clothing Indians, are to ~ecure
sound and healthful subsistence and warm and durable clothing; and
lower gr~des are, in many instances, to be preferred. Indeed, it is perfectly safe to assert that any reduction which could be made in the
usual Indian appropriation bill may be made as safely and properly
under the present mode of administration as it could be unuer that of
the War Department.
Again, a very large number of Indians are entirely quiet and peace ·
able, and only need the aid and encouragement of ~Suitable agents, teachers~ farmers, &c., to sf'cure tlJeir steady ad\Tancement in civilization.
To trausfer the care of tlris class of Indians to military officers, would be
without the shadow of an excuse; and lwyond all reasonable don bt such
transfer wonld greatly tend to arrest progress in the right direction.
As an illustration of this result, the history of the Yakama agency in
Oregon may be referred to. 1'1Jis agency bas been in the charge of
Agent "\VillHlr ever since 1864, except for the year in which the Inuiau
agencies were placed in charge of military officers by President Grant.
From 18u4 to 1869, all branches of business on the reservation were
marked with progress, and the work of moral reform, though slow, was
gradual e1nd certain. During the following fifteen months, under different management, every interest, material and moral, was waning. Emplo~- es were paid for services long before reaching the reservation, an<l
witll the influence they exerted in dancing, swearing, drinking, and
card-playing, the interests of the resf'rvation were rapidly decliuing.
The cattle belonging to the Indians, when lVIr. Wilbur was superseded,
numbered 1,600. The natural increase would h::tve been al>out 600.
Upon the agent's restoration there were ouly 350. Some of the Indians
that had previously been doing well, bad left their reservation, and it
seems strange· that so manifest a change for the worse had extended to
almost every material and moral interest of t,be Indians.
Upon tlle return of Agent Wilbur prosperity again began to Hbow
itself, anu during tlJe last five years there Las been a progress truly remarkable, an essential element in which has been, as stated by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, "the servic.e s of an efficient, determined,
and devoted agent, who knows bow to deal with men ." (See report of
Commissioner of Inrlian Affairs for 1871, pages 282, 283, and 284. Also
report of same for 1875, pages 101, 367, and 368.)
The character of the Indian is somewhat peculiar. He is exceedingly
prone to resist a11y direct attempt to force him into measures against
his inclination and previous habits ; but on the other hand he may very
easily be led, after his confidence is fully secured. Cases do occasionally arise in which coercion to some extent must be exercised, especially
in dealing with wilder tribes; but the most successful Indian management bas always had a large element of conciliation as well as of firmness and the exhibition of force. Inueed, to manage Indians well, requires an accurate knowledge of the peculiarities of their character and
habits, with abundant tact, prudeuce, and general common sense, and
many lllllian wars haYe resulted from the lack of these qualifications in
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those placed in charge. The history of these wars has very little that
is creditable to our country, and very much that is really disgraceful.
It is not with any degree of pride that even our Army officers contemplate such results as the Sand Creek and Piegau massacres, and the
protract~d and exceedingly expensive Modoc war.
The war which was
ended by the negotiations of the commission of which General Sherman and others were members, is stated by them to have cost thirty
millions of dollars, and that each Indian warrior that bad been killed
in said war had cost a million of dollars.
The Modoc war, with a small band of Indians who bad been priwtically driven from their reservation through the mismanagement of
their agent, who was a military officer, was exceedingly protracted, cost
an immense amount of money, and, what was far worse, the lives of
those noble men, General E. R. S. Canby and Dr. Thomas. History show's
that the agency to which the Modoes belonged was placed in charge of
an officer of the Army at the same time (1869) that a similar disposition
was made of most of the Indian agencies. The .M odocs had complied
with the requisitions of their late treaty by moving upon the reserYation allotted to them and t.be Klamaths, under the pledge that they
should be protected from the taunts and insults of the latter, who were
unfriendly to them. Captain Jack's band of Modocs began to make
arrangements for a permanent settlement, and no doubt with boua .fide
intentions; but the Klamaths began a persistent abuse toward them,
and upon an appeal to their agent, Captain Knapp, he moved this band
of Modocs to a new · situation, where they began to make rails and prepare logs for their houses, wheu the Klamaths, emboldened by their
previous success, for which they had not been punished or reprimanded,
repeated. their insulting interference, demandin,g tribute for the use of
the land, which the Modocs were obliged to pay. Captain Jack again
appealed to his agent, who simply proposed another removal. This was
attempted by the Indians, but not being able to find a location of a satisfactor.v character, the baud concluded to leave their reservation andreturn to their former home on Lost l{iver. The Modoc war did uot actually
commence until some time afterward: when an attempt was made
force this band back to their reservation. The recollection of their ill
treatment by the Klamaths, and of the failure of their agent to protect
them, determined them to the resistance of despair. vVhatever may haYe
been the inter-vening steps in their history, and whatever other causes
may have played. their part in bringing about t.he fiual result, it seems
almost beyond a reasonable doubt that if tlleir agent had given them
proper protection instead of ra,ther encouraging the domination of their
enemies, the Klamaths, their desperate re:5istance, so full of evil to
themselves and of discredit and <leath to those who were called upon to
deal with them, might have been avoided. (See report of Commissioner
of Indian Affairs for 1873, pages 12 and 13, also page 79. See also report of same officer for 1870, page 54, in which the superintendent of
Indian affairs says he could not blame the Indians for leaving their
reservation because ...£\gent Knapp undertook to govern them by subjecting· them to tlie control of their enemies~ &c.)
Again, it is a political axiom that military government of any p(>ople
should never be resorted to Pxcept as a necessity. It provokes irrita.tion, repulsion, hatred, and revenge on the part of the governed, while
it is liable to become tyrannical a.Hd llliserably perverted in its ends and
methods on the part of those intrusted with the governing power. The
people of our Southern States, siuce the late civil war, have made gnevous complaints of military interference.
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Whatever reasons and arguments against militar.v go,·ernriient i1i the
South are valid, apply with equal force to the military government of
Indians. It is as much out of place in the management of red men as
of white men, and should only be resorted to when all ordinary methods
have been fairly tried and have failed. It may indeed become necessary
for the few that are rebellious an<l. incorrigible; but it is perfectly safe,
so far as the few hostile Indians are concerned, to leave tlle power as it
now is, in the hands of the President to order such distribution of the
military forces as the peace and safety of the countr.v may demand.
The concurrent testimony and opinion of men of the highest official stations, and whose opportunities of observation and of correct judgment
were amplified b,y personal inspection and actual contact with the Indian
work itself, as exhibited in their official reports above alluded to, cannot with safet,y be either ignored or disregarded. Since those reports
were made in 1867 and 1868, there has been no change of circumstances
sufficient to warrant a change of policy. The nature of the Indian remains the same; the nature anu effect of military government are
unchanged; and the uniform experience of the last eight years, in which
the methods recommended l>y these two commissions have been mainly
followed, is strongly corroborative of the correctness of their conclusions and recommendations. The hearty accord and concurrence of
President Grant in this line of policy, so well inaugurated and prosecuted b.v Congress, has secured for his administration of seven years an
entire immunity from serious Indian wars, except tlle few that have
resulted from imperfection in the execution of the policy. With such
results the abandonment of the policy at tlle present time in order to
supply positions for unoccupied military officers, is without valid excuse,
and would be exceedingl,y unfortunate in jeopardizing the peace of the
frontier, and arresting the pmgress of Indian civilization.
In our opinion, the true plan is to prosecute the present policy with
increased vigor, and to place around it all those safeguards which experience may from time to time indicate to be essential to its full success.
The proper administration of Indian afl'airs is, in its very nature, beset
with great difficulties. The large amount of discretionary power nece~sarily vested in the Secretary of the Interior, and unavoidably distributed to a large extent among bis subordinates; tlle scattered locations .
of tlle Indian agencies in remote sections, beyond easy access for inspection and superdsion; the insufficient compensatio1t afforded to Indian
agents, which renders it peculiarly difficult to get first-class men for
those positions; the long lines of wagon-transportation over difficult
and dangerous routes, are conditions which, so long as they exist to the
present extent, involve the liability to inefficient and irregular ad.ministration. But these causes are largely within the control of Uongress
and. of the Executive. The policy of disintegrating the wild and remote
tribes by transplanting such of them as incline to civilization, but whose
inclination is constantly thwarted by the pl'esence of tbe anti-civilizing
portious of their tribes, should l>e at once heartily ad.opted and vigorously enforced. In addition to this, all Ind.ians who, through hostility,
may hereafter require the exercise of military force sllould, upon being
subdued, be dismounted, disarmed, and transplanted eastward, where
favorable conditions of soil and climate render self-support practicable.
These colonies would become nuclei around which increasing numbers
could be yearly gathered from the uncivilized tribes; and, being located
.n ear railroads, the cost of subsistence and transportation would be
greatly reduced; the honest, timely, and faithfnl distribution of supplies to them would be greatly facilitated; a proper im;pection and
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superYision of the work of agents would be rendered practicable and
efficient; the hostile, roving, and only really dangerous tribes would be
gradually diYided and permanently located nuder circumstances in which
their civilization would be rapid and the necessity for governmental aid be
annually diminished, and, at the same time, large districts of country,.
now demanded for wining and other purposes l;>y citizens of the United
States, would be set free. There is in the Indian Territory an abundant
supply of lall(l for this purpose, and a vigorous prosecution of the plan
would, in a few years, solve the problem of Indian control, by placing
these wards of tile natiou in a eondition of harmonv witlJ instf'ad of
antogonism to the Government, and ultimately elevating them to the
stamlard requisite for the enjoyment of the privileges and the discharge
of the responsibilities of full citizenship. This is really a question of
statesmanship, and, instead of being given o,·er to tlw uncertain and
vacillating changes likely to resnlt from dealing with it as a mere matter of party politics nnd macbiner.v, it sbonld be lifted to its proper
importance, and steadily considered and determined with reference to its
grand consummation in promoting tlJe best interests of a once powerlui race to the honor aud advantages of our Gm·ernment.
W bile we may be united in the belief that the peace policy of President Grant (inaugurated under and in pursuance of the provisions of
tlw act of transfer of March 3, 1849) is the true policy, if faithfully
carried out, we are not bliucl to the iact that inexcusa.ble and criminal
wrongs aiHl abuses base been practicf>d under it; but these wrongs and
abuses are not chargeable to the theory ur true mode of administering
our Indian affairs. But will a transfer, can a t,ransfer of tile administration of these affairs from the civil to the military department of the
GoYernment remedy these evils? In tlle language or' the report of
the Indian peace commissioners, a commission composed of an equal
number of civil and military gentlemen of experience and discernment,
and from whose language we have before quoted, "to determine this
question properly, we must first know wbat is to be the fntnre treatInent of the Indians. If we intend to have war with tilern, the Bureau
should go to tile Secretary of War. If we intend to have peace, it
slJould be in the civil department. In our jndgment, such wars are
wholly unnec('Ssary, and hoping that the Government aud the country
will agree with us, we cannot now advise the change," entailing, as we
believe it would, the constant nse of force; the indiscriminate slaughter,
if uo t the extermination, of entire tribes of Indians; a heavy and constant (}rain ou the national Treasury, and tlJe unsettling, if not total
abandonment., of that peace policy which, though faulty in practice,
has done, and is doing, so much for the civilizatiou aml Oluistiauizatiou
of the red man.
\Vitll these peace c::>mmissioners, we also "believe the Indian question tu be one of sucl1 momentous importance, as it re:-:;peets both the
honor and interests of tbe nation, as to req nire for its proper solution
an undivided responsibility. The vast aud complicated duties now
deYolved upon the Secretary of the Iuterior leave him too little time
to examiue and determine the multiplicity of questions nrcessarily
connected with tue govemment and civilizatiou of a race. The same
may be said of the Secretary of War. As things now are, it is difficult.
tJ fix responsibilitJ·. \\' hen errors are committed, the civil department blames the military; the military retort by the cllarge of inefficiency or corruption against the officers of the Bureau. The Corn missioner of Indian Affairs escapes responsibility by pointing to the SecreLary of the Interior, while the ~ecretary may well respon.d that,.
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though in theory lle may be responsible, practicall.r he is governed by
t.he head of the Bureau." Our own judgment is, that the management
of Indian affairs should be confided exclusively to an officer having no
other duties to embarrass him or come in conflict with his duties to the
Indian and the honest frontier settler who confines himself to the
eountry where he bas a rigllt to settle. The office of Commissioner of
Indian Aflairs ought to be lifted up and exalted to a Cabinet office. It
should be, as the original law org<lnizing the same contemplated it
should be, a" Department," with full power in all matters pertaining
to Indian affairs.
Our Indian affairs are a sau chapter in our annals. The past, however, is past, and cannot be recalled ; bnt in this centennial year one of
the grandest acts that Congress could originate would be one that
would insure, in the future, the rights and t!Je proper treatment of the
remnant of the aboriginal race now among us. To talk of any civilizing influence in the Army, it seems to us, is preposterous. Divorce·
t!Je Bureau from the Interior Department, if ;you choose; but don't, in
the name of justice and humanity, turn it over again to the War Department. Don't <lo this cruel and terrible thing, hut elevate the
Bureau to a Department. Emancipate it. Lift it up aud place its
occupant on a level with the President's counselors, and you will exalt
the service.
N. H. VAN VORHES.
J. B. SEELYE.
H. F. PAGE .
•JNO. Q. TUI1.,TS.
\V. ,V,
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